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The festive season fast approaches and
summer memories of Speedo clad sojourns
seem to have faded along with the tan. Time
to put another log on the ﬁre and cuddle
up with a cutie, a can of Crisco and
a double-ender (well, strokes for
folks).
Speaking of butt-bashing sex toys,
Clone Zone have a huge new
range of sphincter stretchers in
store. And we’ve got one to give
away.
The guys from Alphamale
Media sure have been busy.
Not only are they churning
out top notch ﬁlm after
ﬁlm, but they’re all
over the place
promoting
too.
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Relentless in his promotion is
Collin O’Neal, his World Of
Men series is reviewed
this month.
In the last month
we’ve been to
London’s notorious
joint PLAY PIT,
XXL’s LEATHER night,
BOOTCAMP’S eleventh
birthday party and had
a peek at the new look
PLEASUREDROME after the
massive refurb. Jack Chang,
international DJ, was QXMEN’s
roving reporter at this year’s
HUSTLABALL in Berlin.
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How would you feel if you
were told your porn collection
could land you in jail? Well,
the latest Criminal Justice Bill
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REVIEW
VIDEO

IVY
PRODUCTION:
DIRECTED BY:

FALCON
JOHN BRUNO

You turn up at Uni and it’s Freshers’
Week. You’re down the student union
signing up for the various extra
curricular activities…why was there
never a club like Ivy League?

The Ivy League is an invite only group where a select handful
of hot studs have the credentials to join.
In the ﬁrst scene the invitations are being sent out, but not
before Martin Mazza services muscle stud Erik Rhodes. Rhodes
fucks Mazza on his desk, in the armchair and over the coffee
table, pounding that greedy Latino ass.
The three chosen Ivy League candidates arrive in LA for their
initiation and the games begin. Jason Adonis (this month’s
centrefold) and Ryan Wade are in the gym. Adonis gives
Wade some work out tips and the two pump, push, groan
and grunt until Wade ﬁnally gives his puckered hole up to
Adonis’ shaved cock and balls, taking it over the bench
press.
Eddie Stone summons Zachery Ryan and has him soap up in a glass shower.
Stone’s in the bathtub, clearly enjoying the performance, and it’s not long before
Ryan joins Stone in the tub. The action then moves to the bed where Ryan’s chunky
cock goes to work on Stone’s butt as they run the gamut of positions.
In the next scene Roman Heart convinces newbie Tony Martin out of his
pants and soon has him spread eagle over the pool table. They take
turns eating each other’s winking holes, before Martin rides Heart’s
rock hard dick. Heart pumps out a big sticky load all over Martin’s
chest.
In the ﬁnal scene the guys take part in their ﬁnal Ivy League
initiation. Erik Rhodes bends each of them over and hot wax is
dripped slowly onto their butts. Then Rhodes fucks each of them in
turn with a dildo. Then the action shifts to the stairs and Rhodes
chows down on each rigid cock before they shift positions and
form an ass-eating daisy chain. Then it’s onto the sofa
where the four guys suck and fuck each other until
they all shoot their wads, passing their
initiation with ﬂying colours. Welcome to the
Ivy League.
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COUNCIL SCUM
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY:

TRIGA

Filmed in Bermondsey in South East London, the chav lads in Triga’s latest release Council Scum are the
real McCoy. These soap dodgin’, Special Brew swiggin’ lads are always up to no good. Bold as brass and
always horny. When one of the fuckers chucks his beer can at the local estate caretaker he gets more
than he bargained for: the caretaker’s big, fat knob right down the back of his gobby throat!
His mates are bored, spending the day in front of the box watching Freeview TV and soon it doesn’t take
them long to wonder where their mate is and what he’s up to.
Later on another bunch of mates pop round to the council flat. The telly breaks down and two
uniformed blokes come round to mend it. The lads get more than their telly seen to – a five-way gang
bang.
True British lads Triga style.
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GET YER COCK OUT FOR TRIGA!
for solo, duo and group hardcore
Triga are always on the lookout for ﬁt lads and horny geezers
scenes for upcoming productions.
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As World AIds dAy ApproAches, hAydon BrIdge
reconsIders the controversy thAt just Won’t
go AWAy – BAreBAck porn.

Image from StrIpped courtesy Bruno Gmünder
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“The filThiesT cum-hungry pigs in 90 minuTes of
BriTish BareBack acTion!”, “12 young Twinks Take
BareBack cock up The arse and eaT spunk!”, “don’T
pull ouT, man – shooT iT inside me!” we’re geTTing
used To BlurBs like This. in recenT monThs, sales of
BareBack gay porn have Begun To exceed The safer
sex varieTy ThaT’s Been sTandard since The laTe 80s.
iT’s easy To forgeT ThaT, Back Then, almosT noBody
in his righT mind would allow an unruBBered cock
anywhere near his arsehole. even Two years ago,
when Qx asked “do BareBack films encourage
unsafe sex?” and came To The conclusion ThaT
proBaBly They didn’T, we goT angry leTTers. “we are
inviTing Back anoTher aids pandemic!” warned one
reader. BuT now we musT face The prospecT ThaT BB
films are here To sTay.

qxmen_16_final.indd 15

In 2005, one producer predicted with eerie accuracy, “Most gay porn will be
bareback by the end of next year.” Sure enough, in 2007, an estimated 60 per
cent of the Dutch-based Eurocreme’s output is BB. Even in some UK shops BB
stock is rapidly creeping past the 30 per cent mark. So does this imply that
what we all really, really want is unsafe sex? Not by any means. On the contrary,
health authorities and the adult film industry are deeply concerned about
recent developments, which suggest that safeguards designed to protect BB
performers are breaking down.
Generally well-regulated and responsible, the adult film industry has been
hit by AIDS on rare occasions and always in other countries. But finally, and
perhaps inevitably, the problem has landed on our doorstep. In October it was
revealed that a British porn actor working for a British studio had unknowingly
infected three other performers with HIV. QXMEN has also learned of an even
more disturbing case in which an actor aware of his HIV+ status was able to
continue working in BB porn and infect at least one other partner.
Already the adult industry has begun to mobilise against this apparent
disregard for human life. Visitors to the Sportlads site, who click on “Bareback”,
are directed to a mocked-up DVD cover for a phoney BB movie called
Dangerous Barebacking. The blurb yells, “See our models get HIV for your
entertainment!” Steve, who’s run the Sportlads site for four years, demands,
“Would you buy this film?” He says he wants to draw attention to the fact that
“Barebacking is not safe even if you have a certificate.” This is a reference to the
three-month anti-body test in use throughout the mainstream British adult
industry. Without proof that he’s been HIV- for three months, a performer can’t
work BB either in the UK or abroad. But now it appears that regulations are
being flouted. Are we inviting back another AIDS pandemic?
As with all scares, rumours count for nothing, only facts. The one irrefutable
fact is that AIDS is an incurable disease and that there’s little prospect of a
cure in the foreseeable future. We’ve had this information for around 25 years.
Everyone should be in absolutely no doubt that it can take only one BB fuck
to pass on the HIV virus. Perhaps barebacking, with its daredevil connotations,
should be re-named suicide bumming. But of course this isn’t going to happen
because BB could also stand for “big bucks.” There’s a lot of money to be made
from the generally older audience who hanker after the so-called Golden Age
of condom-free gay porn. Yes, there’s no two ways about it – it was sexier. Now
the fantasy of once again sliding sheathless into a bubble butt has become a
fetish. But do gay men have unsafe sex because it happens in porn? That’s one
of the “facts” that wouldn’t stand up in court.
The annual number of new HIV diagnoses in the UK has held steady for
two years at around 7,500. In 2005, the most recent year for which figures
are available, 2,356 of these seroconversions came about through gay sex.
Although this is the highest gay tally since the dark days of the 80s, it’s the view
of the Health Protection Agency that the big increase in the number of gay
men getting tested must be taken into consideration. “We’re unaware of any
relationship between watching bareback porn and engaging in unprotected
sex,” states Lisa Power, Head of Policy at the Terrence Higgins Trust.
But supposing one gay man became HIV+ allegedly because he was influenced
to have unsafe sex by a BB movie? Wouldn’t this be enough to ban BB porn?
Frankly no. The alternative – unregulated porn made more enticing by the fact
that it’s illegal – is unacceptable. It would also be unethical. The British Board
of Film Classification, which issues R18 certificates to consensual, non-violent
porn, is legally required to make no distinctions between homo product and
its hetero equivalent, which is famously anti-condom. “I don’t like the thought
of censorship, particularly that which discriminates against gay men,” declares
GMFA’s Matthew Hodson.
At the moment the adult industry is behaving responsibly in alerting
consumers to the perils of BB sex. QXMEN reviews BB movies, but we always
add our own health warnings. In London’s Soho, some shops apply warning
stickers to the BB porn somewhat randomly. But at Prowler Soho, we found
BB titles racked separately and no DVD without the label, “Warning. Contains
bareback sex. The producer and distributor present this movie only as a
fantasy.”
The biggest concern at present is for BB performers, who should not be
expected to run the risk of wrecking their lives just so that we can have a
wank. It’s no surprise that the studio and performers involved in the recent
seroconversion scandal refused to talk to QXMEN. There’s a very real chance
that at least one of these people will be charged with Grievous Bodily Harm.
Their studio should also be slapped with an injunction to prevent it from
profiting from films that exploit GBH. And until the no longer effective three
month rule is reviewed, and much more stringent regulations put in place, porn
lovers should take a lesson from the Latin phrase book. Caveat emptor!
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VIDEO

SPRITZZ DOT COM
PRODUCTION:

Sprittz DIRECTED BY: Falk Lux and Christopher Lucas

Spritzz Dot Com is based in Berlin and centres around sexy skater boy
Jan (Amron) who’s sat in his bedroom, jerking off while reading other
guys’ sexual adventures that they’ve posted online. Each hardcore
scene begins with Jan reading a new sex story and either wanking off
or, on a couple of occasions, sliding a half peeled cucumber up his tight
shaved hole!
Scene one sees two young college guys, one with floppy
blond hair the other dark and shaved, splashing about naked
in a lake on a hot sunny day. As they dry off they begin
stroking each other’s tight bodies before strolling off into the
woods for a sizzling outdoor fuck.
As Jan reads the second story and strokes his juicy cock,
we’re transported to the fantasy and join three sexy lads
chilling out in their attic flat. As the three buddies
get stoned they take pictures of each other,
slowing peeling off their clothes as each
pic is taken. Before long they’re sucking
on each others cocks and slurping on
puckered holes. They end up banging
each other like rabbits.
In scene three, a young
reporter is sent to
interview British
porn star Darian
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Hawke. It’s an interview he’ll
never forget after he’s ploughed
long and hard by Darian’s fat
cock. The fourth story sees a
young mo-hawked scally spraying graffiti on a derelict
building. He’s caught by two builders and is forced to suck
one of the builder’s juicy cock before getting it rammed hard
up his tight butt.
Two boyfriends welcome their new flatmate in scene five by
stripping off and getting down to some serious cock sucking
and arse licking on the couch. Before long the new arrival
is bent over the sofa and gets his butt plowed by one guy
while the other lad shoves a sneaker in his face. Scene six,
and by now sexy young Jan can’t hold his load any longer
and dumps a whole torrent of spunk straight on the screen.
Spritzz Dot Com packs in thirteen fresh-faced German
hotties spread over six scenes plus extra features including
‘Cum Parade’ and ‘Casting Couch’.

1/11/07 09:01:53
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PRODUCTION:

Sprittz DIRECTED BY: FALK LUX and RUB
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REVIEW

Million Dollar Boy is set in a high tech bordello deep
underground the city of Berlin. A rich business man with
a briefcase full of cash is greeted by a lady in black and
introduced to the Holo-Generator, a high tech holographic
machine which brings the customer’s fantasies to life and
beams them onto a huge screen. Scene after scene, the
businessman’s fantasies are brought to life by ten athletic
twenty-somethings.
The rich businessman’s ﬁrst fantasy sees three
guys in a bright white space age set. Dressed in
silver, mirrored loin cloths, the boys work over each
other’s tight, muscled bodies, sucking their hard
cocks, ﬁngering and rimming each other before spitroasting one lucky blond boy. Scene two, and the rich
businessman’s next fantasy involves three gorgeous
boys (in very dodgy outﬁts) on a virtual reality
beach. Like a dream sequence they writhe about on
the sand, sucking each other’s juicy fat cocks and
then get down to some serious rimming and fucking
on a plastic see through armchair. The scene ends

ACK

with one guy being roped up and fucked by a big cocked German
guy. Scene three has a tribal theme but with a latex twist. We ﬁnd
a guy covered head to toe in a latex sheet with just a blow-pipe
to breath through. A horny, shaved, pierced and tattooed skinhead
comes into the room gropes and teases the guy covered helpless in
latex. Soon the skinhead splits a hole in the sheet and gets to work
on the other’s guy’s pierced cock. Before long, the guy’s legs are
over his shoulders and his puckered hole is licked ‘til it’s begging to
be fucked – which it soon is… The bizarre fantasy which next unfolds
ﬁnds four athletic lads lying on a red velvet cushion, fully encased
in tin foil. Naked, they tear themselves from their foil cocoons and
begin rolling about, sucking and rimming each other. After getting all
worked up two lads pair off and fuck each other senseless while the
other two look on wanking their cocks. Soon all four are riding each
other ‘til they shoot their loads. Scene four’s cyber-fantasy sees two
athletic twenty-something guys in micro latex loin cloths sensually
kissing while oiling each other down from a huge bucket of massage
oil. Exploring each other’s oily bodies the scene ends in a slippery,
greased up fuck.

We’re just waiting for the Holo-Generator to be invented
so we can have a go!
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PRECUM

You know you want it!
LIBIDO ON THE WINTER WANE? PROWLER OFFERS
FUN WAYS TO GET YOU HEATING UP THE SHEETS
ON CHILLY NIGHT. BOYS OWN LUBE
Prowler now stock the Boys Own Lube range from EXS. Available in sachets and
bottles, Boys Own comes in clear and silk. All EXS lubes carry the CE Mark and
do not contain parabens (chemical preservatives) but do contain soothing Aloe
Vera. Non-runny, non-tacky and water based means you can lube up and fuck
all night.
Prowler offer bottles
of 250ml bottles of
Boys Own for a special
introductory price of
Prowler’s new 5 pack of ID Lube
£7.50 (then £9) so get
gives you different slippery
yours now.
solutions to perk up your drooping
ardour. All tubes of lube are around
12g (handy for the gym bag or
overnight) and the lubes are all
water based. The ﬁve-pack includes
the regular “ID Glide”, a skinzinging “Pleasure”, moisturising
“Millenium”, a ﬂavoured “Juicy”
and warming “Sensation”. Pack of
ﬁve costs just £.899.

ID LUBE FIVE-PACK

BLOW JOB BIBS

For the fastidious fellah that doesn’t like to get jizz on his best shirt while sucking cock,
why not try Blow Job Bibs at just £2 a pop! Probably not something you’d wear when out
cruising… or is it?

LIFE
SEX LIFE
YOUR SEX
SPICE
UP YOUR
SPICE UP
Chuck out those musty old Y-fronts and stock up on the latest pants from
Aussiebum or a sexy jock from Priape. Or get your man to experiment with a
bit of light bondage and tie me up, tie me down! For the greedy bottom there
is a double penetration dildo harness and get fucked by
two cocks without involving a third party. And of course,
So your bloke’s away and you’re missing his member. Why not
everyone
to stock
upreminder?
on lube once
a while.you could go
create theneeds
prefect
phallic
Or in
perhaps

CLONE A WILLY

fuck yourself. No, seriously… clone your willy and literally fuck
yourself with a latex replica of your own cock.
Aussiebum
undies.
50% off
Clone A Willy
kits come
in selected
a varietylines
of kooky and
for
the forms.
month The
of October
kinky
classic, the latex vibrator kit is
£30. Certainly not one for the calorie counters,
the Chocolate
is £25.
Mould
a cock-shaped
Priape
Lace-Up kit
Jock
(black
or white)
- £18
candle for £15 or get into a lather with the soapy
option for
£25. Or
on a latex dong
Bondage
Starter
Kit splash
(4 wristout
and£40
ankle
that
glows
in
the
dark.
Spooky!
restraints with 44” long connector strips and
a soft blindfold) - £17.99

WANK WIPES

Under The Bed Restraints (4 cuffs, 4 x 60”
straps, 60” under bed connector strip) £39.99
When you’ve cast your

perfect penis, climbed

Tagon,
Team,
harness around
with dildo
- £39.99
bounced
and

28
line at www.
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shot your load, you’ll

Pjurneed
Lubessomething
and 20% offto
theclean
entire Pjur lube
range
for
the
whole
of
October
up the cum with. What

about novelty Wank

All products
available
Wipes for
£3.99?in store and onprowlerdirect.co.uk.
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
their new DVD
ALPHAMALE MEDIA launch
Photos by

Porn company Alphamale Media is run by man-mountain Trojan Rock and
his partner Carlo Cox. A stable of horny, horse-hung studs have appeared
Alphamale Media’s ﬁlms such as Out In The Open, Out on Parole, Out On
Vacation and Trust. Promoting the new release, Men At Work, the cast of
the ﬁlm descended on London’s East End fetish store, Expectations,
and ran riot amongst the leather gear and sex toys. QXMEN was
there to capture the moment.
Men At Work features big, muscular hairy men caught on camera having sex in
the workplace: the barber’s, boiler room, shop floor and in the office. Regardless
of where they are, these guys down tools and get down and dirty. Rock solid
cocks, arse eating, cum guzzling and long, hard fucking.
See more at www.alphamalemedia.com.
Expectations is the UK’s biggest fetish store, offering a huge range of leather
and rubber gear, as well as sexessories, toys, condoms, lubes, aromas, floggers,
whips, bondage equipment, slings, harnesses, metal and medical gear, work gear
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Chris Jepson

and much, much more. And the sleazy basement
really is worth a visit!
But if you can’t make it to the store, a large
selection of products
are available
on-line. Some
Expectations
gear can be
purchased in
the Prowler
stores in Soho,
Brighton and
Birmingham.
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S

rn Street, London, EC2

Great Easte
EXPECTATIONS, 75expectations.co.uk. 020 7739 0292

www.
noon-5pm.
m, Sat 11am-8pm, Sun
Open: Mon-Fri 11am-7p
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QXMEN chats to Adrian Flack, the ’s
man behind Play Pit, North Londonjoint.
notorious no-holds-barred cruise
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What

makes

Play
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different

from

other

cruise

venues?

We try very hard to make Play Pit a friendly fun environment. We listen
to comments from our customers and try to act on them. We want our
customers to feel included and valued.
When

are

youR

busiest

kind

of

guy

comes

to

Play

Pit?

We have a diverse customer base so there is no “typical” type. From sliver
foxes to twinks, naked to cocooned, bears to otters... It’s all there for you to
come and sample.

ADRIAN
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of
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parties

available
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you

for
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private

there
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hire.
the

What

past?

We want the space to be used like a community centre. Play Pit has had many
different uses: photography classes, Video shoots, Meetings and aerobics. Last
week the club was used by Treasure Island Media, a hardcore American video
company, who flew over many of their top talent for the shoot (you will have to
wait ‘til March next year to see the result).

nights?

We judge the success of our nights by the amount of action going on. It’s
useless having a club rammed full of guys propping up walls with nothing
going on. Most night we are at our capacity of 65 guys. As we say in our
publicity “We provide the props - you provide the action”.
What

venue

kind

Do

you

do

any

special

events

or

theme

nights?

We have several theme nights. Our longest running is Play Pit Plus, a club for
HIV+ guys. The club now has an international reputation for providing a safe
space for positive guys to socialise and cruise. In spring we intoduced Play Pit
Jocks on Sunday nights. This has gradually built up to become a very successful
action filled night. Our most recent addition has been Sweet Wednesday, a club
for Trannies and their admirers. The whole club is transformed into a whore’s
boudoir, with plenty of opportunity for action.
We are keen on innovation and are always trying out new ideas, whether they
be one-off parties or regular nights.

FLACK

25/10/07 13:49:35

IS AT
76 CALEDONIAN ROAD
LONDON, N1

Entry is £5
Open:
Thursday 9pm-2am
Friday 9pm-3am
Saturday 9pm-3am
Sunday 3pm-7pm
Sunday (Play Pit Jocks) 8pm-1am
Play Pit does not sell alcohol,
but patrons can bring their own
alcoholic beverages.
Soft drinks, tea, coffee etc,
are on sale.
Check out
www.londonplaypit.co.uk
for more info

Photos by Chris
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REVIEW
VIDEO

PRODUCTION: ALPHAMALE MEDIA
DIRECTED BY: MAXWELL B

When three hairy hunks from England take a trip to Gran Canaria, the sex starts as soon as they reach
the hotel! Starring Steve Cruz, Dillon Buck, Dan Vega, Trojan Rock, Jake Ryder, Martin Mazza, Dean
Monroe, Carlo Cox, Marcus Troy and Butch Grand, Out On Vacation follows the sexploits of hot, built,
hairy men getting it on in the sun, by the pool and in the dunes. If you like your men rugged, bearded,
muscled and hairy, then you’ll love Out On Vacation... There’s not one shaved hole or plucked
eyebrow in sight!
The first scene finds Jake Ryder and Martin Mazza hanging out in the Basement Bar. After they advise cute, bearded
Steve Cruz to go along on the boat cruise for the afternoon, they get down to some serious sucking, rimming
and arsework. Both guys are strapping, hairy and testosterone-fuelled and, after some intense sweaty action, Jake
takes Martin’s throbbing, fat tool right up to the balls. Meanwhile, we cut to Steve on the boat cruise with Captain,
Trojan Rock, steering the vessel. Before you can say ‘land ahoy’ Trojan and Steve are working over each other’s hard
cocks, grunting and groaning as only real men do. Steve then straddles Trojan and bounces up and down on his
massive tool before getting power-fucked to within an inch of his life. Back on shore, and Dan Vega decides to take
a stroll in the dunes. He finds a spot in the bushes, strips off and waits to see if anyone strolls by. He doesn’t have
to wait long, as soon to come running along the beach comes strapping life guards Carlo Cox and equally daddylike, bearded Dean Monroe in a slow-mo scene straight from an episode of ‘Baywatch’. They come to inspect what
Dan’s up to it’s not long before a naked Dan is on his knees worshipping both Carlo and Dean’s rock hard cocks and
then gets it good from sexy, hairy Carlo. Later on, back at the hotel complex, Dillon Buck is served his beer next to
the pool by cute, muscle bear, Marcus Troy. Marcus’ apron and no pants doesn’t leave much to the imagination and
the studs are soon at it. Marcus Troy manages to get his legs way behind his head as his furry muscle-but enjoys
every inch of Dillon’s hot tongue and hard cock which fucks his arse in a ball-slapping frenzy. The final scene is a
full-on four-way at the end of a very full first day and brings together Steve Cruz, Dan Vega, Dillon Buck and muscle
mountain Butch Grand. By the pool these bronzed studs lick, kiss and suck every part of each other’s muscular
bodies before an explosive fuck finale... It’s only the end of their first day but it’s going to
be one vacation no one’s ever going to forget.
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TITAN MEDIA

BRIAN MILLS
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The next scene sees huge, muscled Carlo Masi getting hot and horny with the love of his life, his big Harley
Davidson. As he carefully washes it he can’t help himself rubbing up against the gleaming machine. The garage
door lifts and beefy Adam Champ is stood there ready for action, his thick, pendulous meat straining in his
jeans. Carlo ditches his bike in favour of new powerful fuck machine and is soon chomping away on Adam’s
meaty uncut tool. Adam then holds Carlo over his beloved motorbike and gets to work on Carlo’s muscled
arse getting it wet and begging for his cock. Carlo takes it bent over then on his back before the two
testosterone-fuelled hunks shoots their loads in a grunting, noisy climax.
The fourth and ﬁnal scene Carlo is paired with another bearded stud, Tom Chase, in
a hot and sweaty hay-ﬁlled barn. The guys start off tenderly kissing, but very
soon get down to some serious sucking which leads to a very horny 69er.
But the best bit must be watching these two hairsute hunks take it in turn
ploughing each other’s muscled butts.
Another classic from Colt Studios and a must for lovers
of muscle.
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MUSCLE
USCLE Ranch
anch II
II
PRODUCTION: Buckshot / Colt DIRECTED BY: Kristofer Weston

The title “Muscle Ranch” will no doubt have you porn aﬁcionados of a
certain age dusting off your VHS collection, because Muscle Ranch (1991)
was indeed a classic. Since then, this al fresco fuck ﬂick has set the
benchmark for all other randy ranch hand, demin clad, yeeehar cowboy
themed movies. And not since this new Buckshot release has there been one
to equal the original (well maybe Buckleroos). Not quite a sequel to Muscle
Ranch 1, but most deﬁnitely playing on that whole Brokeback Mountain
cowboy buddy theme, MR2 sees Anton Harri (with ‘tache) running a farm
whose cowpoke charges are more interested in poking each other than
herding cattle.

Featuring Buckshot Men Harri, Alex Chandler, Brian Hanson (a gorgeous bottom) and Daddy Roddick (Buckshot’s
uber hot star of the moment), plus Jason Kingsley, Joey Jordan, Cole Ryan, Mason Wyler (who is working for
everyone right now), Mark Hansom and Remo Ferri. Action takes place as a series of present-day scenes and
ﬂashbacks: in the hay, in the ﬁelds, in the mud, in the tub, in the barn and over a tractor!
Standout scenes have to be the pairing of Danny Roddick (usually a bottom) who tops the oh-so-fuckable Mason
Wyler. Two lithe young bucks going hell for leather in the great outdoors! The mud wrestling scene between Alex
Chandler and Cole Ryan is most certainly one for lovers of mucky pups getting absolutely ﬁlthy. They get a hosing
down by Anton Harri who then joins in for a furious three-way.
Forget being a city slicker… “Ride ‘em in, let ‘em out, cut ‘em out, let ‘em out…. Ride ‘em in Rawhide!” Yeee-har!
DVD extras include previews, cum shot collection and an extended XXX photo gallery (some great photography).
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CLONE ZONE makes sure you get

more than your stocking ﬁlled this
festive season

Image from Ram Tough, Hot House Video courtesy of Clonezone.

PRECUM

You know you want it!
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CRACKSTUF FERS
COMPETITiON:

Would you like to win this truncheon (worth £72.95)?
Well, QXMEN have got one from Clone Zone to
give away! Simply complete this sentence:
“If I won the truncheon, I would…”
The most creative (and ﬁlthy) answer wins!
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Please email your
answer to qxmen@
qxmagazine.com
qxmagazine.com, placing
“Truncheon” in the subject ﬁeld. Don’t forget to
add your name and address. Entries in by 30th November.
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You know you want it!

01

1523

02
1. Small Bone
£45.95. (Length 34.5cm, widest circumference 16.5cm,
narrowest circumference 12.5cm)
Large Bone
£63.00. (34.5cm, 24cm, 21.5cm)
2. Tree Truncheon.
£65.50. (43cm, 30.5cm,18cm)
3. X Large Plug.
£29.95. (17.5cm, 24cm, 16.5cm)
4. Medium Plug.
£22.95. (14cm, 20cm, 11.5cm)

03

04

5. Small Plug.
£19.95. (12.5cm, 18cm, 11.5cm)
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available IN clonezone STORES NATIONWIDE
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.uk

bbin
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8. Small Bo .5cm, 13cm)
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9. Medium Tr arrowest
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COLLIN O’NEAL’S

KEEPIN’ IT REAL WITH O’NEAL

Director, producer and actor Collin O’Neal has the most enviable job on the planet. He travels to
exotic locations scouting guys for his films.
Recently, he swung by the QXMEN office as he does from time to time. Films like Lebanon,
Miami, London and Sao Paulo show Collin, his conquests, friends and acquaintances in scintillating
combinations. His website offers a huge range of XXX pictures and videos. Collin told QXMEN, “I
create my videos with one goal in mind. To make the viewer horny just by watching my guys go at it. That
is why I take a lot of care in choosing my models and who they work with on my set. For instance, you will
never catch a guy looking off to the side at some straight porn playing in the background. You will also not
see a guy getting fucked who isn’t enjoying the hell out of his ass pounding. This is all about real guys: men
fucking other real, hot guys. I travel all over the world to find these guys and bring them to you, my audience.
Original, Hot, Real.”
And for that Mr O’Neal, we thank you.
CHECK OUT WWW.COLLINONEAL.COM FOR IMAGES, VIDEOS AND BLOGS FROM HIS WORLD
OF MEN SERIES.
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By Dr Alex Vass
Toys for the arse

These are the most popular types of toys and there are a few
basic types.
THE DILDO: Shaped like a penis and comes in all shapes, colours and sizes
imaginable, from small to life-size to frighteningly sized. Manufactured ones
are often made out of latex (rubber) or soft plastic and so are slightly ﬂexible.
THE VIBRATOR: A motorised dildo, usually battery operated. Many are made
of hard plastic or metal and so are ﬁrmer.
The double-headed dildo: About twice the length of a regular dildo and has a
head at both ends. They are designed so that two guys - arse to arse - can enjoy
anal stimulation at the same time.
THE BUTT PLUG: Shorter and usually fatter version of a dildo designed to
massage your prostate as you move about. They always have a ﬂared base to
stop them getting lost inside your anus.
ANAL BEADS, LOVE EGGS OR THAI BEADS: Strings of beads, usually made
of rubber or silicone, and come in a variety of sizes. Beads are gently placed
inside the anus, and then pulled out one by one at the time of
orgasm to heighten its intensity

Health risks
• Most toys for the arse safe if used sensibly but
there are some health risks to be aware of.
• Anal mucus left on the outside of a sex toy
can transmit sexually transmitted infections
including HIV, so never share toys during
the same session. If you do plan to share
toys, always cover with a fresh condom
that’s changed between each insertion.
Afterwards, always wash them carefully
in hot soapy water and then dry them
completely.

• With double-headed dildos there is
the risk that secretions may trickle from
one end to the other while you are
using them and so enter each other’s
anus.

• There is the risk that shop-bought or home made sex toys, or bananas and
carrots, disappear inside your anus if you lose your grip with lubed hands. If this
happens to you, don’t panic! It will normally come out again if you squat down
and try to open your bowels. Gently using a ﬁnger or two may also help. But be
patient. However, if you experience any pain, or if it doesn’t come out after an
hour or two, then get over any embarrassment and go straight to the nearest
hospital accident and emergency department.

• Home made toys are more likely to break, or cut you, or cause an infection.
So if you do make your own make sure it is clean, has no sharp edges and is not
made of something breakable, such as glass, or won’t give you splinters, such
as wood.
•

Sex toys can damage the anal and rectal lining so use
plenty of lube. Remember that oil-based lubes weaken
condoms, so use silicone or water-based ones if you plan
to share toys or have anal sex after you have used the toy.

•
Forcing a sex toy is not only very painful but
may also damage the anal sphincter and lining. Wait for
the sphincter to relax ﬁrst and angle it slightly towards
your back to negotiate the curves in your rectal passage.
•

It is possible to puncture the wall of your bowel,
especially with a large dildo, if you are being too rough,
so if you experience any pain while using a dildo - stop!

•

It’s quite common to see a little blood after using
a dildo - especially if you have used a bigger size than
normal. This will usually clear up after a day or so and
is nothing to be concerned about unless it is heavy
bleeding or doesn’t stop. If this happens see a doctor.

Dr Alex Vass is a
practicing GP and
has worked in the ﬁelds of sexual health
and HIV. He is author of ‘Gay Sex, Gay
Health’ (Vermillion).
Do you have any questions for Dr Alex?
Email letters@qxmagazine.com.
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UN*/CUT
UN*/CUT
by Giovanni
Giovanni
by

Giovanni is a pseudonym for a well know fashion photographer. He has been
snapping male nudes for several years and his arresting homoerotic work has
been globally recognised through his ﬁrst two photo books BITES and PRIVATE
PARTS.
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book

REVIEW
With UN*/CUT, Giovanni continues his
obsession with men’s dangly bits and fills
this glorious 112 page hardcover homage
to male genitalia with striking and beautiful
images. These are more than just “dick pics”.
Giovanni is a master of light, shadow, form
and composition.
But at the end of the day, we all love to look
at cock. From the huge array of penises on
show (hard, soft, semi, black, white, brown,
bendy, straight, furry, shaved, humungous,
average, cut and uncut), we’ve chosen just
two. Do you like docking? We do!

UN*/CUT by Giovanni is published by
Bruno Gmünder.
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KitKat Club for the fourth time, in Berlin. Described as a “world of
hustlers, hookers, pimps, streetwalkers, ﬂesh-peddlers, porn stars
and other scandalous sorts”, drag queen Shequida from New York
performed an operatic number before breaking into her explosive
dance act on stage, hotly followed by X-rated performances from
the likes of Alex Baresi, Francois Sagat and Rick van Sant from
TitanMen, Vinnie D’Angelo and Francesco D’Macho (fwoar!) from Hot
House Entertainment to mention but a few.
It’s not all about big muscles – horny (not to mention hung) lads
from Eastern Europe and Germany also made appearances. The
sexy boys from Man’s Art and EroCreations also came to play,
along with the tough, hard sexy bodies of Levente and Rick Bauer
from Hungary courtesy of Savaria Club.
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This year the party was
broken up from two rooms into
a labyrinth of over 10 rooms
across the former Sage Club
complex, making it easier
to get around, see different
performances, or make a
retreat back to the VIP lounge
for another sip of champagne.
The VIP lounge certainly felt
like the place to be – with all
the performers hanging out

there before and after their
performances it was easy to
get lost watching solid pecs and
shiny bulges bounce past your
eyes!
The music was top notch – this
year, as London’s resident DJ
representative, I was joined
by by Sydney’s Mike Kelly
keeping the sounds tough and
funky on the largest stage room
while Chi-Chi LaRue donned
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Image from ‘Ivy

League’ courtesy Falcon Studios.

jason adonis
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Chris jePson
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COCK BYTES
by Brent Nicholls

www.fitlads.net

If you’re looking for a gay dating/cruising site with a difference then ﬁtlads.net is one to
visit. In recent months the site’s popularity has grown and a quick check of the site reveals
why. Appealing to the more ‘chav/trackie/sportswear’ minded type of guy, fitlads.net is a
cruise site full of exactly what its web name suggests. It’s a site for real guys into real guys;
reflecting a down to earth masculinity that can be absent on other dating sites where too
many games can be played. Run by two regular blokes, the site is free to join and the free
membership offers a wealth of features. Even the premium membership is low cost and
expands upon already generous services. If you like local cock, then it’s also good to know
that 99% of the profiles on the site are from the UK. With 169,136 members,
266,688 pictures and 2,944 videos online… do you think you might be missing out on
something?

www.absolute-male-escorts.com

When it comes to hot looking guys you can’t beat an escort, and some
of the hottest can be found at absolute-male-escorts.com. Cock for hire can
de dick-a-licious and on this website they have not only quality but
also the quantity. For the escort or the client, the site offers a wealth of
services. As an escort, you get a webpage that includes text and photos
and your own personal URL. If you’re a customer, the site is free to use
with plenty of movies so you can look before you book. While the G
Rate pics are just a click away, to check the X rate pics you need to be a
member of the site. The preview videos are explicit with plenty to choose
from. Escorts are from all over the world, their location indicated by a
flag on their profile, with each profile providing details about the escort
plus location and contact details. Now, this is what we call shopping!

www.scotsguy.com

a website
or so it goes, and on scotsguy.com this
This is a local shop for local people,
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www.blakemason.com
We love it when a website starts with: “Warning - This site contains images of naked men
engaging in sex acts, including some gay sexually orientated material”. You just know you’re
in for an eye full and blakemason.com delivers the goods. The site is full of hot and fit men
with a plethora of pics to peruse from general to explicit. For your subscription you get
access to 100% original films featuring amateur British men. In fact, the site is all about films
- the free still pics being the preview to what kind of guys you can expect. Make sure you
check out the small choice of preview films too for a better idea.

If you have a website that would be suitable for this page, then please let me know
by dropping me an email at brent@brentnicholls.com. Commercial sites, personal
homepages, free galleries are all welcome.
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COCK BYTES
by Brent Nicholls

www.mother-ship.com

Get ready for take-off on the mother-ship.com. This cruise/profile site would have to
be one of the more unique ones we have come across. Totally themed with a sciencefiction design, this could be what the members of the Starship Enterprise would use
to cruise with in the 24th century. The whole interface of the site moves from Airlock
to Sensor Room and from Dashboard to communications. The use of names such
as sensors and airlocks replaces the more obvious and intuitive tags such as search
and profile management and it takes a while to get used to. Once you do, adjust and
immerse yourself into the feel of the site, it becomes easier and fun to use. Mothership.com offers all the services one would expect from a cruise site with its unique
selling point being that it offers you three profiles. This way each profile can represent
your different moods, personalities or tastes. The profiles are very customisable with
the site offering the ‘best’ monthly profile a free iPod. Like they say, “Get ready for the
ride of your life’ and board the Mother-ship.

www.athelticmodelguild.com
This website offers us a slice of history, dipping into the past to bring into
the 21st century those classic images of male physiques. Founded by Bob
Mizer in 1945, the Athletic Model Guild also founded Physique Pictorial, a
magazine that was groundbreaking providing various images of homoerotic
art. The site contains 300+ models and 8,500+ images, so there’s certainly a
lot to look at. Included are classic Athletic Model Guild videos, classic images
and a 21st century version of the same thing. The modern images emulate the
founder of AMG work by creating a modern vision of what, in his day, he
couldn’t even imagine. These days we call it Porn. New stuff is added twice a
week. However, as this is a subscription site you need to join up to access the
content. Sorry guys, no free cock here!

www.gayroyal.com

Gayroyal.com is a German based cruise site that’s very popular in that
country and gaining ground in several others. The site can be viewed in
several languages such as English, Spanish, French and Dutch. At first look,
the site is very well designed, easy to use and intuitive. Like most cruise sites
it’s free to join and to set up a profile. You can also view profiles without
being a member. One of the strengths of the site is the use of videos.
Members can leave videos for others to view and even rate. A lot of the
video content is XXX-rated which require adult verification; the rest of the
softer videos can be viewed by anyone. Gayroyal.com offers a variety of
services such as real chat, flash chat, community listings, photo uploads,
video, email and search facilities. A subscription to the site will upgrade your
free account adding things like the ability to wipe your view reports from
other people’s profile if you don’t want them to know you’ve been checking
them out, especially handy when the thumbnail image hides a lot of sins
revealed in the full size image. The organisation of your pics is easy too
with a drag and drop interface. You can even subscribe to various RSS feed
to receive all the latest update news about profiles, uploaded videos and
images straight to your desktop without actually logging into the site.

If you have a website that would be suitable for this page, then please let me know by dropping me an email at brent@brentnicholls.com. Commercial
sites, personal homepages, free galleries are all welcome.
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LONDON’S PLEASUREDROME
FOLLOWING AN EXTENSIVE REFURBISHMENT OVER THE SPRING AND SUMMER MONTHS, LONDON’S
PLEASUREDROME SPA HAS EMERGED LOOKING BETTER THAN EVER WITH A WHOLE HOST OF NEW FACILITIES
AND A NEW ENERGETIC TEAM AT THE HELM. WITH THE HELP OF AWARD-WINNING ARCHITECT, MICHAEL
WESTTHORP, THE OWNERS OF PLEASUREDROME SPA DREAMT UP A SCHEME OF REPAIRS TO FIX A SUBSIDED
FLOOR WHILE AT THE SAME TIME REFURBISH AND IMPROVE THE FACILITIES.
photos
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At a cost of £800,000, new General Manager, Azim
Ali, is certain that the money was well spent. “The
new areas blend in with existing facilities and
complete the rolling program of improvements
which began in 2002 and now almost reach a total
of £2 million,” he told QXMEN. “I convinced the

owners that we needed a host of new facilities. Top
of the list was a new steam room. This has been
fitted out in black slate to make it feel sexy, dark
and sultry and gently lit by blue mood lighting!
An all new encounter area with glory holes and
strategically placed mirrors came next, as well as

refurbishing the existing showers and building a
new massage room - a perfect place to unwind.”
So, to sum up, the extensive facilities at
Pleasuredrome Spa now include a new music
policy, sexier lighting, a “super clean”, ozonated
stainless steel spa pool, two saunas (one scented

ME SPA GETS A MAKE-OVER

with cedar wood and one with rosewood), two
steam rooms, upright sunbed, ultra-violet annexe,
a massage room, countless rooms of all shapes
and sizes, 400 lockers, a lounge area showing
major films and a new look café bar. In addition,
you can also help yourself to the Pleasuredrome
Action Packs that include high quality condoms
and lube and - what we love at QXMEN - the

FINAL_16.indd 57

complimentary Pleasuredrome Cruising Bands
which lets other guys know if you’re ‘top’, ‘bottom’,
or ‘versatile’.
We asked Azim to sum up what Pleasuredrome
Spa has to offer? He told us, “24 hour action is the
simple answer. Whether you want to socialise or
sexualise, you can come along at any time of the
day or night and have fun. We never close!”

Entry pricE is £13
plEasurEdromE spa is at arch 124
cornwall road (cornEr of alaska
strEEt), watErloo, london sE1 8XE
tElEphonE 020 7633 9194
30/10/07 17:24:37
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bootcamp celebrates
eleven years

photos
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birthday bash go with a real bang. DJs Carlos and
Peter X provided deep and throbbing sexy beats
all night whilst hoards of leather lovers (and the
occasional rubber fan) cruised, conversed and got
up close and personal in the many dark nooks and
crannies.

bootcamp is at eagle london (formally
south central) at 349 kennington lane,
vauxhall, london, se11.
bootcamp is every tuesday, 9pm-very
late. free before 10pm, then members
£2, guests £3.

eagle london’s weekly line up
wednesday – DIRTY LITTLE FUCKERS. 9pm-late. Free before 10pm then £3. Members and
those in sporty/ladish gear get in free. Young, hung and up for fun. Plenty of opportunities
to get your rocks off.
thursday – BLACK & BLUE. 9pm-late. Free before 10pm, then £3. Members and all those
dressed in leather, denim or rubber get in free all night.
friday – TONKER. 9pm-late. £5 on the door from 10pm. Cold beer, hot men, cool tunes.
Vauxhall’s big bear bash. Gogo bears, caged muscle daddies and a host of fine furry fellahs.
saturday – 24 HOUR CRUISE MARATHON. 4pm-4am. Free before 10pm, then £4. Members
£2 after 10pm. Cruise, booze, chill, play pool. An eclectic mix of up-fer-it men with top DJs
on the decks.
sunday – HORSE MEAT DISCO. 8pm-late. £5 entry. Wild and wacky mixed dance party.
monday – CRUISE CHILL OUT. 9pm-late. Free before 10pm, then £2. Members free. Sexy
sounds and filthy vids. Kick back and knock one out.
tuesday – EAGLE BOOTCAMP
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Libertarians are up
in arms about the latest Criminal Justice Bill, which
threatens to make your porn collection illegal!
HAYDON BRIDGE reports
You’re able to read this copy of QXMEN,
and see pictures of mean hunks having
rough sex, because anti-censorship
campaigners have fought for decades for
your right to enjoy erotic entertainment
that’s offensive only to a minority. Now,
once again, that right is under threat. The
Criminal Justice and Immigration Bill,
which is going through Parliament, intends
to make it an offence “to be in possession
of an extreme pornographic image.” And
what’s the deﬁnition of extreme? “An act
which threatens or appears to threaten a
person’s life.”
Yes, if it were made law, the new legislation would make it illegal to own
films ranging from Ai No Corrida to Hostel Part II; the Robert Mapplethorpe
photos currently on show at the Barbican Art Gallery; and potentially even
a downloaded picture of trussed-up 1950s pin-up Bettie Page. “We’re very
unhappy with the Bill because it’s likely to criminalise people with perfectly
legal collections,” protests SM Gays’ executive David Burlinson.
fetish
Because it’s principally their activities that are under fire, those on the
t
shouldn’
this
course
scene are particularly concerned about their rights. Of
“This
year,
this
earlier
be the case. As the Guardian’s Frank Fisher pointed out
swiftly
law looks set to hit the kind of sado-masochistic erotica and porn that’s
es
sometim
and
years
becoming mainstream.” But moral guardians are usually
no
are
Bill
current
the
for
centuries behind public taste, and those responsible

Criminal Justice Bill. At its second read
ing in October, Harry Cohen (Lab)
introduced many amendments inclu
ding an exemption for “an image of
an
act to which all participants in the prod
uction have consented.” If approved
,
this clause would allow not only all
the works mentioned earlier, but also
porn
passed by the BBFC.
These amendments don’t go far enou
gh, however, for Derek Cohen, awardwinning chair of the Spanner Trust.
(The notorious police investigation,
code-named “Spanner”, resulted in
16 men being given prison sentence
s in
1990 for consensual SM. All appeals
against the convictions failed, leavi
ng
a
growing army of BDSM lovers unsu
re about the legality of their sex gam
es.)
Derek quotes a hypothetical couple
who get off on James Bond and like
to
play around with guns and knives. They
’d be ill-advised to record their rom
ps
because, even if the Bill passed with
the Harry Cohen amendments, the
film
would still be illegal. “Although it’s play
-acting, that kind of sex looks like
violence,” Derek Cohen explains.
Derek believes that the notion of Inter
net SM images complete with cons
ent
forms is ludicrous. “Half the time you
have no idea who these people are,”
he
says, “let alone whether they’ve cons
ented.” He thinks the Bill as a whole
is
unworkable: “Because it’s so full of loop
holes and dangers, it would be bett
er to
get rid of the whole thing.”
Is that possible? Yes, if we tell the lawmakers how we feel. “The more peop
le
who write to their MPs or talk to anyo
ne influential in Parliament, the bett
er,”
Derek advises. QX and QXMEN will
keep you up do date with developm
ents.

Useful websites:
www.spannertrust.org
www.smgays.org

exception.
Liz
The tragically misguided do-gooder who began this SM witch-hunt is
who
man
a
by
Longhurst, whose daughter, Jane, was murdered in 2003
be
happened to have an interest in Internet porn, but who was known to
icting
confl
this
dangerously violent long before the Internet era. Despite
is
evidence, Liz Longhurst raised an anti-porn petition of 50,000 names. This
really
what
for
vote
piffling support compared to the tens of millions who
to
matters to them, i.e. who should win Big Brother; and yet it was enough
ly it
Incredib
2006.
in
Bill
convince Labour MP David Hanson to introduce the
paper,
tion
consulta
ce
has reached committee stage in spite of a Home Offi
any
which stated, “We do not yet have sufficient evidence from which to draw
on
material
of
kind
this
of
definite conclusion as to the likely long-term impact
violence
to
sed
predispo
individuals generally, or on those who may already be
or aberrant sexual behaviour.”
is to
Whenever there is apparently motiveless violence, the standard reaction
rk
Clockwo
A
Psycho,
blame the malign influence of popular entertainment.
famous
most
the
Orange, Natural Born Killers and Child’s Play 3 are among
French
films supposed to have inspired murder. In 2002 it was claimed that a
copying
was
he
because
boy of 17 had stabbed a 15-year-old friend to death
the killer in Scream. But eventually sanity always prevails. Even as we go
the
to press, more rational minds are attempting to inject some sense into
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XXL buffs up its best chaps and hitches up those
harnesses on the ﬁrst
Saturday every month for
LEATHER XXL.
XXL has become a worldwider fur-nomenon
with parties throughout the UK and in the
USA. Here’s what’s on throughout November
and December:
her info
For furt
ut
check o on.
nd
lo
lx
.x
www
m
co

XXL LONDON
Every Saturday @ 51-53 Southwark Street, SE1 1TE. 10pm-6am. Members £8, non-members
£12. DJs on rotation: Christian M, Jon Byrne, Alex Logan and Mark Ames.
Also every Wednesday. 10pm-3am. Members £8, non-members £12. DJs on rotation: Alex
Logan and Mark Ames.
XXL BIRMINGHAM
1st and 3rd Friday of the month @ Club DV8, 16 Lower Essex Street, B5 6RD. 10pm-3am.
Members £5, non-members £5 b4 midnight, £7 after. DJ Christian M.
XXL XTREME SESSIONS
Last Friday of the month @ 51-53 Southwark Street, London, SE1. 10pm-4am.
Members £5, guests £10.

Photos by Chris Jepson
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PRELOX®…

THE ALL NATURAL,
DRUG FREE WAY TO ENHANCE YOUR
PERFORMANCE
Is your sex life flagging? Are you having trouble keeping it up? Maybe
you just need to revitalise your sexual performance? Well, this is where
Prelox could help you. Prelox is a safer, all natural way, drug-free way to
enhanced sexual pleasure and performance with a
revolutionary formula that’s been clinically proven
to increase guys’ ability to get a hard on.
So how does Prelox work? Well, here comes the
science bit… Prelox is a patented combination
of two potent ingredients (L-Arginine and
Pycnogenol) clinically proven to increase a guy’s
ability to achieve and keep a hard on. They do this
by increasing nitric oxide production that helps to
improve blood flow into the vessel and enhances
the vessel’s responsiveness to that flow.
For more info, go to www.prelox.com, and if that
still doesn’t help your drooping erection, then take
a look at some of the guys featured in this month’s
QXMEN… They’re bound to get you as hard as a
rock!

“MICHAEL LUCAS FOUND DEAD” PR
STUNT BACKFIRES
Porn actor, producer
and founder of Lucas
Entertainment, Michael
Lucas, caused upset within
the porn community recently
after sending out a press
release for his new movie
‘Gigolo’. The press release
fake
said he had died and included a battered and
him
g
crime scene photo picturin
to be something
bruised and with what appeared gest that he’d
sug
to
k
tied tightly around his nec
, just months after
been strangled… This, of coursen star Kent North
por
tish
the tragic suicide of Bri
York gay icon
and the mysterious death of New stunt backﬁred
the
,
ely
Dean Johnson. Unfortunat
ed that Lucas
as some people actually believsidered the
con
y
was really dead and man
press release to be in bad taste.
writing the
Lucas defended his actions by ently
par
“Ap
,
site
blog
his
following on
that was
some people didn’t get the picture read
only
y
The
.
ase
rele
the
attached to
others.
the release or heard about it from
ed.
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for
I do feel bad
for
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ing
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But for those who are
e idiotic
bad taste, writing about it on thes ld just
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es,
blogs and calling me nam
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say, people, lighten up. If you wan plenty
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about bad taste in por
worthy of
of other targets out there more
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r
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your wrath than I will
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GMFA’S SEX COURSE GO

NATIONWIDE

spreading its wings outside
GMFA’s popular Sex Course is cities around the UK
of London so that men in eleventer sex. The course is for
can now learn how to have bet tips on making sex both
one day and includes hints and helps you to explore what
safer and more enjoyable and a non-threatening, nonyou want from your sex life in r has kindly donated
judgemental and fun way. Prowlecock-rings and lube and
course kits which include dildos, for every participant so
also provided discount voucherstheir new skills.
that they can make the most of
wanted but never
“It’s the kind of sex education you
son, GMFA’s Head of
got at school,” said Matthew Hodran the course nationally
we
Programmes. “The last time
med up with local service
it was very popular so we’ve teaenable us to offer it
to
ntry
providers around the cou
again.”
rse which takes place on
The Sex Course is a one day cou
following cities:
the
in
Saturday from 10am to 5pm

10/11: SHEFFIELD
10/11: SOUTHAMPTON
17/11: NEWCASTLE
17/11: BRIGHTON
24/11: PLYMOUTH
24/11: LIVERPOOL
24/11: CARDIFF
08/12: BIRMINGHAM
08/12: BRISTOL

ops are free of charge to
All of GMFA’s courses and worksh
ted and must be booked in
participants but places are limi www.gmfa.org.uk/national
to
go
ce,
advance. To book a pla
or call 020 7738 6872.
funded by CHAPS.
GMFA’s National Sex Course is

GAYDAR’S SEX FACTOR RELAUNCHES WITH
£10K TOP PRIZE
The
the

search is on for
world’s hottest guy!
Gaydar’s Sex Factor relaunches on 15th November with a new
look and new search for the hottest men around the globe.
Categories include muscle, young guys, leather, rubber, skins
and punks, cubs, bears, guy next door, older guys, alternative/
hip, uniforms, sports gear and new ‘couples’ category. From
these, one overall champion will eventually be crowned the
sexiest Gaydar Guy on Earth.
This year’s competition features for the first time an array
of fab prizes including a £10,000 cash prize for the overall
competition winner plus stacks of instant win prizes to
be won every day just for voting and the chance
to win an exclusive modelling contract with
Gaydar. All 13 award category winners will
also appear in an interactive Sex Factor
icons digital calendar to be published next
year plus each category winner will receive
£500 and free annual Gaydar membership.
Gaydar.co.uk spokesman, Simon Johnson,
said, “We are celebrating the search for
tomorrow’s gay icons with the biggest
range of cash prizes ever. So if you think
you’ve got ‘it’, now’s the time to buff up
your profile, maybe your pecs, trim your
chest or simply be yourself and take
some gorgeous new photos - and get
your friends and favourites voting for
you.”
The competition, which is sponsored
by RejuviGen, runs for three months and the
winners will be announced in March 2008.
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COMING SOON!

scotslads.com
NOW
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
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HARD ON – RIDING
HIGH ON THE SUCCESS
OF A FUCKTASTIC
FOURTH BIRTHDAY

ARE YOU FEELING DRUGFUCKED?
The new campaign from THT for gay men
who use drugs
Terrence Higgins Trust (THT) has
launched a new service aimed at
gay men who use recreational drugs
called ‘drugfucked’. The new service
offers counseling, outreach work
and a series of information booklets.
Figures from the Gay Men’s Sex Survey
(2005) highlight widespread drug use
among some gay men and show that men
who use drugs are less likely to use
condoms during sex. The ‘drugfucked’
booklets cover cocaine, alcohol,
crystal meth, GHB, ketamine, poppers,
speed, steroids, cannabis, acid and
Viagra and each booklet explains what
each drug does and how
they interact with HIV
medication.
Marc Thompson, Acting
Deputy Head of Health Promotion
at THT, said, “It’s a fact that
many gay men take drugs
so we wanted to provide
information that gives the facts
as clearly as possible. As well
as the booklets, THT also has
a new drugs specialist in the
LADS Outreach team who will
be working in gay venues in
London to offer information
and advice to gay men who have
questions about drugs,
HIV and sex.”
Check out www.tht.
org.uk for more on
the booklets or the
services offered by the
LADS Outreach team.
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Hard On, London’s only
hardcore, mixed gay fetish
club is busier than ever,
bursting at the seams with
leather men, sexy skins,
rubber enthusiasts and
those that like to, quite
literally, let it all hang
out! The fourth birthday
party at the end of
September had them
queuing round the
block to be part
of this gargantuan
perv fest.
hip forms can be
Hard On is a members club. Members
.uk. Signed forms
downloaded from www.hardonclub.co
monthly party. So
-15.91
must be sent in 48 hours before the
in. And remember, Hard
don’t just turn up expecting to get
es: you don’t get in if you
On enforces the strictest of dresscod
the website.
don’t make an effort. Full details on
24th and takes place at Hidden,
November’s Hard On is on Saturday
, SE11.
100 Tinworth Street, Vauxhall, London

3D PORN FILMS…
NOW THAT COULD
HAVE AN EYE OUT!
Could 3D porn films be the next big
thing for the adult entertainmen
t
industry? In a recent interview, cont
roversial director, Quentin Tarantin
o,
said that he’d been looking into the
idea of making a 3D porn flick.
Speaking to Total Film magazine,
he said, “I’ve been musing at wha
tI
would do if I could make a 3D porn
film. It hasn’t been green-lit yet, as
I
still have a few things to work out
on it.” Although, we’re sure Tarantin
o’s
effort would be a straight porn flick
for the straight market, we reckon
that if he pulled it off, the gay porn
industry would surely follow in his
footsteps.
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Roope
meo
Roski
in
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resort

all-gay

the

Austrian

Alps.

Fancy taking your fellah for a ski and
?
shag weekend in the Austrian Alps
a
m
x
q
,
time
full@
House Romeo is the first
qxmen
exclusively gay guest house in the
Alps. Dedicated exclusively to gay
holidaymakers, it opens just in time
for the winter ski season.
Situated in
Austria’s biggest
For you and your fuck buddy, the new Tear ‘n’
interconnected ski
Share Rudy Ring has a unique design. A seam
resort, the SkiWelt
runs down between the two rings
Wilder Kaiser –
allowing them to be torn into
Brixental, Romeo
two separate rings with
House offers
minimal effort.
an in-house
Great for a gift if you’re
bar and a
a committed couple, or if
wellness area,
you’re out on the prowl,
designed
wear it on your wrist to
with the gay
let everyone know you’re
traveller in mind.
e double and single
looking for action.
Romeo House offers ten top high grad
en satellite TV, DVD
Made from soft stretchy
rooms with designer interiors, flat-scre
silicon, the Tear ‘n’ Share
ne, broardband internet
players with free film rentals, telepho
is worn around the base
south-facing balconies.
(with WiFi), most of the rooms have
sauna, 6-man steam
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manfred, Tom and the team will be happy to assist you
with additional requests or send you a brochure.
0800 8600 862 (freephone Uk) or 0043 5358 431310
(international). email info@hausromeo.at.
House Romeo, Blaiken 71, 6351 Scheffau, Austria.
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wGET THE GUY FOR ME
Genuine M, 20, slim build, seeks M,
similar age, for fun times. Dundee.
Box 245484
wBUSY, GENUINE
M, 26, solvent, non-scene, seeks
bisexual or curious, straight-acting
M, under 35, for meals out, drinks
& possibly more. Portsmouth. Box
950072
wDOWN-TO-EARTH, LOVING
M, 31, 5’9’’, slim build, shavenheaded, profess, seeks similar M for
lots of love & shared future. Edgware.
Box 257332
wBLACK, BEARDED
Active M, 35, seeks M, any age, size
or nationality, for good friendship,
fun & maybe more. Home Counties.
Box 214011
wGET ‘EM TOON
Outgoing gay M, 36, seeks M, 55+,
for fun & friendship. Newcastle. Box
926885
HORNY, BRIT/ASIAN
M, 32, seeks gentle bloke for
romantic fun & brown. S.E.London.
Box 384833
wOUTGOING, KINKY
M, 19, 6’, mixed-race, seeks black
M, 19-25, for fun & frolicsome times.
London. Box 210021
wAMIABLE, HONEST
M, 32, 5’8’’, slim build, works in travel,
likes socialising, theatre & good
food. Seeks sincere M for proper
relationship. S.E.London. Box 640248
wACTIVE MALE
32, into gym shorts, CP, spanking &
straps. Seeks dominant master. Kent.
Box 423620
wGENERATION GAME
Genuine M, 50, seeks younger M,
18-30, for fun, friendship, maybe
more. Cambs. Box 305385
w100% BRITISH BEEF
Toned M, 32, 6’2’’, shaven head, likes
nights in/out. Seeks muscular white M
for fun times. Croydon. Box 902127
wTO THE POINT
Sexy M, 18, seeks M, 18-ish, for great
times. S.E.London. Box 187139
wLET’S MEET UP
Outgoing M, 37, GSOH, likes meeting
new people, nights in/out, cinema
& dining out. WLTM M, 21-37, for
possible long-term relationship.
Glasgow. Box 232044
wTOP OF THE LEAGUE
Black African M, late 40s, likes football,
R&B, hip-hop & watching television.
Seeks African M, 19-35, for fun &
enjoyment. S.London. Box 449274
wCALL HIS BUFF
Fit gay M, 32, muscular build, likes
nights in & out. Seeks similar M who
is up for it. Surrey. Box 799592
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wZERO-CROPPED
Skinhead, 49, into leather, combats,
sports, gymnastics & Speedos. Seeks
young masters interested in control.
Mancs. Box 714484
wVOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
Genuine M, 30, seeks similar M for
mutual exploration & friendship.
Lanarkshire. Box 564755
wHAPPY MEDIUM
Green-eyed M, 35, 5’10’’, seeks slim/
medium-built M, 25-40, up to 6’, for
fun & friendship. London. Box 539410

relationship. S.E.London. Box
278795
wHORNY, WELL-ENDOWED
M, 50, 5’11’’, medium build, blond,
hairy, seeks guys, 18-40, for good
times. Ilford. Box 980632
wTALL, SLIM, GOOD-LOOKING
Black M, 30, smooth body, 8’’
cock & smooth balls, WLTM goodlooking, slim white guys, 25-40,
who love being rimmed. Big butts
especially welcome. N.E.London.
Box 225739

QX Men SMS

Find a guy in minutes.

Local guys - Voicemail/Pic options - Easy to use.

TEXT: QX to 69866

18+ Only. Join for 0p per msg for 1st 5 msgs snt/recd;
30p per msg thereafter. This is a subscription service.
Cost is 30p per msg until you send STOP to 69866
Helpdesk 0870 442 4202, Stndrd Ntwrk chrges apply.
wSMOOTH WILL IMPROVE
Shy M, 46, GSOH, many hobbies,
seeks smooth M, 18-30, for great
times, maybe more. Kent. Box
134346
w...INTO THE FRYING PAN
Outgoing M chef, 48, seeks M for fun
& friendship. Mitcham. Box 827811
wNON-SCENE, BUT HEARD
Youthful gay M, 31, active,
seeks masculine M for long-term
relationship. West Mids. Box 246675
wCOLOUR ME
M, 38, likes travel & nights in. Seeks
M for yellow. London. Box159220
wGENUINE, MATURE
M, 70, bottom, seeks black or MiddleEastern M for regular good times &
sex. S.E.London. Box 908433
wATTRACTIVE INDIAN
M, 38, 5’10’’, smooth, sexy, into keep
fit, travel & the arts. Seeks active guy
for proper, lasting 1-2-1 relationship.
London. Box 211143
wUP FOR IT
Belfast boy, 25, looking to meet
somebody for a bit of fun, a laugh & a
drink. Box 735484
wMATURE CP
& spanking guy, young-looking 50,
fit, tanned & handsome, into either
role but mainly subordinate. Looking
for older guys, 60-70, for good times.
N.W.London. Box 379289
wATTRACTIVE CHINESE
M, 40, seeks young white, MiddleEastern or Asian M for fun &

wLET’S MAKE A FUTURE
Gay M, young-looking 55, slim
build, likes history, theatre, classics
& cooking. Seeks younger guy,
45-55, for long-term relationship.
Wolverhampton. Box 547482
wGENUINE, OLDER
M, 68, seeks active M, 18-30, longstayer, completer, for long sessions &
masturbation. Box 886342
wGOOD-LOOKING, HAIRY
Italian guy, 39, seeks guys, under
45, for wild, dirty fun. London. Box
626576
wRIDING, HUNTING, EQUESTRIAN
M, 41, seeks dominant horseman.
S.London. Box 645742
wIT’S LOOKING VERY GOOD
Very good-looking, straight-acting M,
37, 6’, seeks straight-acting/looking,
good-looking M, 20-30, for possible
relationship. Solihull. Box 977963
wOCCULT-LOVING, PASSIVE
M, 60, 5’7’’, slim build, seeks
masterful, occult-experienced M, 50+,
for sexual magic. Middx. Box 466579
wMASTERFUL
M, 49, seeks naughty guys for
spanking with hand paddle on shorts
& bare bums. Berks. Box 439460
wEX-FORCES
M, 45, well-endowed, fit, tattooed,
pierced, seeks M with hot butt for
rimming, sucking & fucking. Torquay.
Box 202473
wROCKER-OBSESSIVE
M, 55, into bikes & the period riding

QUEER CONTACTS INSTRUCTIONS

gear. Seeks similar M for good times.
S.E.London. Box 484051
wWANTED
Straight M, 37, seeks amateur
cameraman to film him fucking &
sucking a well-endowed crossdresser. Box 150325
wHONEST, EASY-GOING
M, 43, 5’5’’, blue eyes, likes iceskating, swimming, running & eating
in/out. Seeks M for 1-2-1 relationship.
Middx. Box 469780
wON THE SAME PAGE
Fit, slim M, 40, 5’8’’, likes jogging,
walking, art, gardening, music,
reading, pubs, cinema & meals
out. Seeks M, 25-40, for friendship,
maybe more. Birmingham. Box
805553
wGOOD-LOOKING BISEXUAL
M, 60, likes cross-dressers, seeks
M for good times. N.London. Box
120618
wVERY NAUGHTY
M, 38, seeks experienced, strict older
M to administer a jolly good spanking.
Croydon. Box 355098
wPASSIVE
M, 40, 5’8’’, blond hair & blue eyes,
glasses, likes the city, being smacked
& yellow. Seeks M, 40+, for dirty
times. London. Box 138104
wPASSIVE INDIAN
M, 42, 5’7’’, slim build, into being
fucked & sucking. Seeks Ms &
couples for fun times. Essex. Box
416512
wGENUINE, RAUNCHY
M, 55, medium build, blue eyes,
seeks guy for rimming, oral, verbal &
good raunchy fun. Box 566245
wGOOD-LOOKING ASIAN
M, 28, 5’10’’, smooth, passive, likes
the gym. Seeks active, well-endowed
M for good times. Essex.
Box 417138
wPASSIONATE LOVE
M, 22, 5’9”, dark hair & eyes, likes
cinema, meals out & cosy nights
in. Looks for someone caring,
looks don’t matter, with good
personality. Derbyshire. Box
245724
GOOD-LOOKING BLACK
M, 49, slim build, hairy,
active, profess,
seeks good-looking,
muscular, passive
white M to love,
honour & obey.
London.
Box 219875

wIN TOUCH
Can the tall landscape gardener who
is called John from Slough please call
again. Thanks. Box 726060
wNOT MY SCENE
Lonely, non-scene M, mid 60s, easygoing, n/s, seeks like-minded M, 52+,
for friendship & maybe more. Staffs.
Box 152944
wKEEP AN OPEN MIND
Open-minded, fit M, 46, looking for
similar, adventurous, active M for
fun times together & maybe more.
Northants. Box 171789
wHANDSOME, HONEST PROFESS
M, 40, into theatre, cooking &
socialising. Seeks the right M to share
interests, romance & settling down.
E.London.
Box 256473
wGOOD-LOOKING BOTTOM
M, 39, into rimming, fucking & being
used. Seeks active, muscular, top,
non-white M for good sessions.
Essex. Box 231464
wMEN WHO ARE MEN
Asian M, 34, dark hair, who likes
walks, cinema & nights in. Looking
for real M, into ties & games, for
friendship & maybe relationship.
Birmingham. Box 794962
wFIT, HORNY, PASSIVE
White M, 38, seeks active black guy
for hot, sweaty work-out sessions.
South West. Box 874259
wHONEST
M, 54, shaved head, seeks M,
40+, for good times & possible
relationship. Luton. Box 682901
wGENUINE, NICE
M, 43, 5’5’’, brown hair, blue eyes,
likes swimming, horse-riding &
ice-skating. Seeks M for 1-2-1
relationship. Middx. Box 655262
wTALL, GOOD-LOOKING
M, 39, small penis, seeks
experienced, masterful M for hard
times. E.London. Box 926569
wWRITTEN IN THE
STARS
Slim, attractive
mixed-race M,
32, enjoys
cinema,
theatre,
dancing,
writing
& acting.
Seeks similar
considerate,
reliable M.
Midlands.
Box 417717

TO PLACE A FREE AD CALL
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wCOME & HAVE SOME FUN
Average guy, 45, with new camcorder
to try out, seeks uninhibited guys to
video, age & looks unimportant. West
Midlands. Box 276936
wPASSIVE
M, 28, 5’7’’, slim build, seeks M for
long-term relationship. London. Box
325067
wSUBMISSIVE, TATTOOED
M, 40, good build, WLTM dominant,
leather-loving guy for mutual
pleasures. S.E.London. Box 994765
wDISCREET, NON-SCENE
Masculine, very submissive M, 35,
looking for guys, 35+, all colours, for
heavy-duty humiliation. N.E.London.
Box 586414
wFUNNY, PASSIVE
M, 42, 5’8”, toned, fit, defined body &
cropped hair, into rimming, sucking,
being fucked, threesomes & working
out. WLTM M with similar looks & of
same persuasion. E.London. Box
105570
wTALL, SLIM
M, 47, seeks M for extended bondage
& watersports sessions. Berks. Box
626348
wMIX WITH ME
Mixed-race M, 22, 5’9”, black hair &
brown eyes, WLTM Asian guy, 18-50,
for friendship leading to relationship.
Box 815524
wDIRTY, SUBMISSIVE
M, 35, medium build, seeks M, 18-35,
to use & abuse him in filthy ways.
Box 920058
wHANDSOME
M, 39 into black socks & suit fetish,
also likes football socks. Edinburgh.
Box 168184

Helpdesk

9 - 5.30, 7 days a week

0871 220 2891
calls cost 10p per min

wNORTH LONDON
M, 47, likes to be attired in riding
gear, jodhpurs, boots, hacking jacket
& flexing his riding whip. Seeks bootslave M to obey orders, wait at table
& serve. Box 777448
wSLIM HIM
Gay M, 45, 5’8’’, slim & good-looking,
GSOH, lots of interests, night in/out
& cinema. WLTM guy, 21-45, for fun
& friendship, hopefully relationship.
Birmingham. Box 541658
wKEEP IT CASUAL
Australian guy, 50, in town for twothree months, WLTM M for casual
fun, maybe more. Box 607064
wYOUNGER SOULMATE SOUGHT
(M, 18-40), for love, by genuine,
humanitarian M, 45, rural location.
Herefords. Box 282058
wHIRSUITE YOU SIR
Very hairy M, 32, into fun, looking
for chubby, hairy M, 40+, for fun,
friendship & maybe more. Stoke-onTrent. Box 173765
wCALL ME
Skinny, young, white guy, 18, seeks
M for fun & relationship. Box 638973
wFUN ANYONE?
Mature guy, 51, seeks bottom guys,
18-25, for horny fun. Birmingham.
Box 405527
wTHIS WAY FOR FUN
Very athletic M, 53, 5’8’’, tattooed,
enjoys life to the full, seeks M for fun
relationship. Box 570885
wGOOD-LOOKING, HORNY
M, 41, athletic build, own place,
seeks non-camp, sexy guys to watch
straight porn with. London. Box
821449
wKINKY BISEXUAL
M, 40, medium build, submissive,
into rubber, seeks chilled M for good
times. S.E.London. Box 177297

wACTIVE/PASSIVE
M, 46, 6’2”, with thick, shaved, cut
8” pierced cock, who likes baby oil
& arse play. Seeking equally wellendowed or bigger black or mixed
race guy to meet with on a regular
basis. Southampton. Box 344665
wVERSATILE SCOTTISH
Guy, 46, seeks Japanese boyfriend.
Box 583935
wSLIM, HORNY WHITE
Guy, 47, GSOH, big cock, seeks
mature black guy to give him oral
satisfaction on a regualr basis.
Westminster. Box 344255
wACTIVE
M, 35, 5’10’’, 8’’, seeks passive M,
20-35, meaty, non-camp, for rimming
& fucking. Home Counties. Box
470423
wWORTH A LOOK
Fit, slim, straight-acting M, 29, 5’11”,
short brown hair & brown eyes, into
motorsport. Seeks M, 19-30, who
must be sorted & slim. Leics. Box
796194
wHORNY, MATURE
M, 63, seeks slim passive M, under
80, for regular meets & sexy fun. Box
632477
wWHITE BOTTOM
Lad, 31, 5’10’’, green eyes, goodlooking, discreet, straight-acting,
seeks well-endowed black or Arab
guy for horny fun. S.W.London. Box
855956
wTALL, SLIM MIXED-RACE
M, 40, seeks M, 55-65, for quality
times in & out. S.E.London. Box
437216

wVERY HEAVY-CUMMING
M, 60, 6’2”, medium build, shaved
head, HIV+, own house, likes travel,
smoking & drinking. Looking for guy,
18-40, for friendship & relationship.
Middx. Box 596808
wTAKE AN INTEREST
Genuine guy, 52, 5’7”, likes cinema,
theatre, music, sport, socialising,
cooking, eating out, country pubs, the
seaside & travel. Seeks similar chap
for friendship, possible relationship.
Birmingham. Box 741931
wSTRAIGHT UP
Straight-acting, self-employed, goodlooking, down-to-earth M, 29, 5’11”, slim
& fit body, brown hair & eyes, cleanshaven. Looking for short, slim M, similar
age, for relationship. Leics. Box 817517
wNICE GUY
M, 40, 6’1”, average build, 16 stone,
42” chest, 36” waist, with no.1 crop,
works with people with disabilities.
Seeks M. Brixton. Box 309860
wBEAR WITH ME
Chubby bear, 40+, needed by
32yr old in Stoke on Trent, for fun,
friendship & possible relationship.
Box 380470
wSEXY BLACK GUY
Profess guy, 37, GSOH,
approachable & sociable, likes
movies, theatre, opera, reading &
cosy nights in. Seeks hardworking,
fun, spontaneous, straight-acting guy,
25-45. Box 321041
wWILL TRY ANYTHING ONCE
Easy-going gay M, 43, 5’7”, black hair
& brown eyes, looking for M for 1-2-1
relationship. Box 235638
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wGENUINE
M, 52, seeks thick-necked, sporty M
for really hard sessions. E.London.
Box 984704
wHORNY, DOMINANT
M, 38, 5’10’’, slim build, seeks slim,
submissive M for mild to wild fun
times. Birmingham. Box 218140
wSHORT, CHUNKY
M, 53, 5’;6’’, bear-type, seeks M for
close friendship & TLC. Berks. Box
770307
wSUBMISSIVE ASIAN
M, 29, 6’, slim build, seeks dominant
white M to serve. North?West. Box
966438
wPOSING
M, 56, 5’8’’, seeks M, 18-45, to pose
in briefs for photos & fun. Suffolk.
Box 206701
wCOCK-SUCKING, SPANKING
M, 53, straight-acting, seeks M for
laughs & hot times. London. Box
950158
wCROPPED WHITE
M, 44, 5’6’’, seeks naughty M for
heavy CP. Box 672949
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING ASIAN
M, 23, 5’4’’, chunky build, seeks
older white M for non-penetrative fun.
Essex. Box 321483
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING, SENSUAL
M, 47, 5’8”, medium build, no. 1 crop,
WLTM straight-acting, trim, versatile
or passive suit & tie-wearing or bluecollar guy for laughs & maybe love.
NW London preferred. Box 626736
wGRECIAN POLITICS
Black, British, straight-looking M, 20,
good-looking & muscular. Looking
for generous, solvent, older guy for
friendship. Midlands. Box 591639
wCIRCLE OF FRIENDS
Asian M, 31, 5’7”, likes nights in
& going out. Seeks mates in the
Birmingham area. Box 311563
wDIRTY, HORNY
M, 40, into yellow, brown, videos,
aromas, sucking & fucking. Looking
for M, 45-60, for dirty, filthy fun.
E.London. Box 626779
wBROWN-HAIRED
M, 26, 38” waist, own place, looking
for well-hung, active guys for rough,
safe & non-safe sex. N.W.London.
Box 986005
wYOUNG MAN
18, WLTM older person, 70+, to have
brown & yellow fun, possible longterm relationship. Central London.
Box 148359
wGENUINE, STOCKY
M, 54, seeks M, under 55, for fun,
friendship & possible relationship.
Luton. Box 537604

wA GAME OF TWO HALVES
Genuine, honest, caring gay M,
42, 5’7”, stocky build, cropped hair,
clean-shaven, football referee, can
accommodate, likes music, theatre,
cinema & DVDs. Looking for special
guy, 21-45, for dating & more. Box
891341
wSTABLE GUY
Slightly-hairy M, 34, 29” waist, 38”
chest, shaved head, likes horse-play.
Looking for guys for no-strings fun.
Leicester. Box 796070
wLONELY IN STAFFORDSHIRE
Good-looking, down-to-earth, easygoing, experienced non-scene M,
41, likes travel, the countryside,
walks, holidays & eating out. WLTM
M, 25-48, for good company &
friendship. Box 966108
wVERSATILITY’S THE KEY
Slim, fit, horny, well-endowed crossdresser, 44, 5’8”, active, versatile,
sensual, can travel or accomodate,
likes kisses & cuddles. WLTM
passive, verstatile cross-dresser or
transvestite, for fun times & long-term
relationship. Coventry. Box 440032
wSLIM IRISH
M, 24, outgoing, seeks M, 30+, for
fun & relationship. Essex/E?London.
Box 793033
wFIT, FUN
Couple, 30s, seek hairy M to play
with in all-colours fun. Berkshire. Box
567415
wHORNY, MUSCULAR
M, 38, tall, seeks submissive Ms for
all-colours fun. Enfield. Box 707745
wGOOD-LOOKING, EXHIBITIONIST
M, 35, seeks M to watch him having
sex & posing. S.E.London. Box
169617
wGOOD-LOOKING, SUBMISSIVE
M, 38, seeks active guy, 30+, for
good times. Essex. Box 689406
wATTRACTIVE BISEXUAL
M, 55, fit, into serious bondage, S&M
& rubber. Seeks like-minded M for
great times. Devon. Box 276765
wMY CRITERIA
M, 60, WLTM slim, good-looking
younger M who is not effeminate,
preferably with a car. Midlands. Box
651502
wHIRSUTE PURSUIT
Hairy, chunky M, 33, 5’8”, looking
for M, 40+, preferbly chunky & hairy,
for fun times. Stoke-on-Trent. Box
544645
wMIXED-RACE GUY
22, kind, caring & honest, looking
to meet mixed-race gay guy, 18-50,
for friendship or relationship.
S.E.London. Box 215143

wGENUINE, EASY-GOING
Trendy, good-looking M, 44, 5’10”,
slim build, own place, likes romance,
staying in, going out, good sex &
good times. WLTM interesting guy,
under 40, for friendship & more.
S.E.London. Box 107270
wSMOOTH-SKINNED
Passive white guy, 57, 5’11”, with
nice, tight arse, cannot accommodate
but can travel, looking for guys to fuck
him hard. S.W.London. Box 109953
wBOYISH, SUBMISSIVE
Affectionate M, 35, 5’4”, can travel or
accommodate, seeks filthy-minded,
straight-looking M, 55+, to soak &
lick. London Box 386084
wGAY WHITE
M, 47, 6’2”, 12 stone, cropped hair,
likes motorbikes, leathers, cars &
suits. WLTM preferably young, slim
guy, small build, Oriental or latin, for
1-2-1 relationship. Herts. Box 632117
wON A SERIOUS NOTE
Genuine M, 55, medium build,
own home, enjoys the theatre, the
arts, gardening & cooking. Seeks
M, similar age, for serious, honest
relationship. Kettering. Box 503171
wGENUINE, SOCIAL
M, 42, seeks hot, horny M, 35-50, for
loving relationship. Middx. Box 169117
wPASSIVE SUBMISSIVE
M, 40, 5’11”, slim build, tattooed
arms, shaved head, smooth arse,
likes watersports, fisting & large toys.
Seeks older guy, who knows what
he’s doing, to make him his sex slave.
West Sussex. Box 111902
wGLORY HOLE
Expert cocksucker, 36, seeks
well-endowed guys for blowjobs to
completion. One-way only. Harrow.
Box 328514
wYOUR PLACE NOT MINE
Gay M, 50, 5’6”, slim build, brown
hair, likes the arts, politics, history,
eating out & football. Seeking similar
M, 40-60, looks unimportant. Brierley
Hill. Box 724921
wSEEKS PLAYER TWO
Gay M, 48, likes computer games &
dining out. Looking for special gay M,
same age, for long-term relationship.
Leicester. Box 918024
wDOWN-TO-EARTH, SLIM
M, 40, 5’8”, WLTM M, 25-50,
for friendship, leading to 1-2-1
relationship. Middlesex. Box 600277
wTALL, SLIM
M, 32, GSOH, likes theatre, comedy,
cuddles & nights in. Seeks loving M.
Warwicks. Box 881736
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 28, seeks discreet, horny M for fun
times. Edinburgh. Box 962490
wWHITE GUY
51, 5’8’’, muscular build, into tight
satin brief & shorts. Seeks similar M,
with good-sized dark, black bulge, for
fun times & photographic sessions.
S.E.London. Box 649831

wELLO, ELLO, ELLO
Non-scene M, 44, dark hair, blue
eyes & goatee beard, overweight,
bottom. Seeks top, 30-50, into bears,
policeman, fireman, rugby players,
etc. Box 597640
wSEEKING A MANS MAN
Beautiful Moroccan lad, 22, seeks
genuine, non-scene butch M, 22-25,
for 1-2-1 relationship. Midlands. Box
137172
wHOPE IT’S YOU
Genuine, sincere, cute M, younglooking 51, 5’10’’, WLTM sincere,
young guy, 18-25, for excitement &
more. Anywhere. Box 310570
wGOT SPECS APPEAL?
Straight-acting M, 42, very large
build, seeks glasses-wearing younger
M for fun or relationship. Worcs. Box
646941
wTALL, FRIENDLY
Guy, 47, can accommodate, seeks
slim, passive guy, under 35, for fun &
friendship hopefully leading to more.
Herts. Box 471721
wBOYISH BISEXUAL
44, slim & shaven, Seeks similar or
older M, married guys welcome, for
DIY & unpainful, lickable pleasures.
Hove. Box 194980
wTONED TWINK,
Very well-endowed, bottom, 27,
5’10’’, 30’’ waist, smooth, 36’’ chest,
swimmer’s body, WLTM hung profess
M, 30+, for horny times. S.E.London.
Box 357082
wGYM-TRAINED
Very handsome M, 25, top, seeks
fit, horny, good-looking, passive
guy, 18-25, for discreet camera fun.
S.E.London. Box 531209
wGOOD-LOOKING AFRICAN
M, 38, 5’7’’, slim build, smooth, seeks
genuine, slim M, 18-39, for all things.
London. Box 376096
wFIT, SUCCESSFUL
Top guy, 38, great body, six pack &
muscular arms, looking for completely
contrasting, slim, cute, pretty boy who
can be slutty & bitchy, to spoil like a
princess. S.W.London.
Box 550469
wSINCERE PROFESS
M, 56, seeks dominant guy for great
fun & more. London. Box 164185
wTALL, SLIM, HORNY
M, 50, seeks smooth Asian or black
M, 25-55, for fun times. N.W.London.
Box 138346
wSTRICT, MASTERFUL
M, 49, seeks younger M for some jolly
good spanking. Berks. Box 686097
wSLIM, TALL, PASSIVE
M, 50, seeks intrusive M for medical
fun. N.W.London. Box 938492
wGIVE ME A SIGN
Deaf gay guy, 32, 6’1”, slim build,
likes nights in & out. Seeks gay guy,
34-42, for fun, friendship & hopefully
relationship. Birmingham. Box
555342

CHAT

4p
CHAT WITH HUNDREDS OF GUYS
LIVE RIGHT NOW

0844 900 9009

18+ 0844 CALLS CHARGED AT 4p PER MINUTE AT ALL TIMES USING A BT LANDLINE.
OTHER NETWORKS MAY VARY.
Service provided by QX Magazine, 23 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NH.

*CALL COSTS: 09067 numbers cost 75p per minute at all times, 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times (BT Premium Rates). Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge higher rates.
guideLineS: Arrange meetings in public places. Don’t give your address until you are sure that you want to continue the relationship. Trust your instincts and don’t meet again if you have any doubts. On your first meeting, it is best to make
your own way to and from the venue. Leave details of your meeting with family or friends when seeing a respondent for the first time. We reserve the right to refuse any advert at our discretion.
Service supplied by Advanced Telecom Services, PO Box 788, London eC1V 7ZA. This is a uK only service.
disclaimer: Firststar Ltd assumes no liability for the content of, or reply to any personal advertisement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of all replies to any advertisement or recorded message and for any claims made
against Firststar Ltd as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold Firststar Ltd harmless from all costs, expenses (including our solicitors fees), liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or recording
placed by the advertiser or any reply to such advertisement. By using Queer Contacts, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name, or address in his/her voice greeting message.
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wBOY NEXT DOOR
Gym-fit, passive, good-looking, slim
M, 33, 5’9”, 10 stone, 31” waist,
39” chest, clean shaven, smooth
fair skin, brown hair & green eyes.
Seeks butch, active, muscle bear or
bodybuilder for friendship & more.
Birmingham. Box 899448
wTWO GOOD-LOOKING
Sleazy guys, 40s, seek guys
for sweaty, filthy, no-limits fun.
S.E.London. Box 794078
wFRIENDLY
Submissive guy, 39, seeks grey,
older, active uncle/grandfather
disciplinarian. W.London. Box 335865
wOUT FOR A DRINK
Outgoing, genuine guy, 27, likes
all kinds of music. Looking to meet
guy for friendship & maybe more.
Birmingham. Box 390501
wLET’S MAKE CONTACT
M, 47, 6’, 12 stone, likes body contact,
lots of fun, clubbing, pubs & socialising.
Available to guy in local area. Hereford/
Worcester. Box 638954
wSINCERE MALE
65, looking for M or F to spread his
load with. Surrey. Box 573342
wPASSIVE, SUBMISSIVE
M, 42, 5’11”, looking for genuine,
dominant, preferably-fit master, 49,
to serve in every aspect of his life,
from cooking to sexual activities.
S.E.London. Box 996585
wGOOD-LOOKING
Scottish lad, 31, loves sucking.
Looking for young, straight-acting
lads for a bit of fun & a laugh. Box
666828
wTHE FULL EXPERIENCE
Mature M, 56, slim, fit, seeking
experienced, assertive M, 50s, to
show him the ropes. Kettering. Box
181054
wTALL, GOOD-LOOKING
Active white M, 29, seeks Asian
or black guys for good times.
Cambridge. Box 153265
wARSE MAN
33, 5’0”, dark hair, good body & nice
big cock, WLTM black, mixed-race,
Oriental or Mediterranean guys
with good bodies & big, juicy arses.
S.W.London. Box 738951
wWHITE GUY
50, 5’10”, slim build, brown hair &
blue-grey eyes, own place, seeks
sincere Asian M for horny, 1-2-1
relationship. Surrey. Box 358008

wNICE-LOOKING, FIT
Hairy, straight-acting Italian M, 41,
looking for guys, up to 45 for wild,
dirty fun. W.London. Box 305077
wCHUNKY & HUNKY?
Good-looking, genuine guy, 35,
athletic build, smooth, dark hair/eyes.
WLTM mature, stocky, hairy, nonscene M, 45+, for 1-2-1. West Mids.
Box 647797
wMAYBE MORE
Dark-haired/eyed M, 29, 5’11’’, rugby
player build, enjoys socialising,
pubs, clubs & dining out. Seeks
shaven-headed, fun-loving M, around
5’11’’, for friendship, hopefully more.
Midlands. Box 375401
wFRIENDLY, SLIM
Black guy, 34, seeks slim guy, 20-45,
any race, for long-term relationship.
London. Box 841008
wFIT, MATURE
Hunk, 37, likes black hair, walking &
classical music. WLTM grown-up top,
n/s. West Surrey. Box 843870
wSILKY SMOOTH
M, 39, seeks well-endowed M to give
him a good seeing to. N.W.London.
Box 994877
wGOOD-LOOKING MIXED-RACE
M, 21, 5’9’’, seeks M, 18-48, for
good times & possible relationship.
S.E.London. Box 373571
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
Lad, 28, 5’9’’, slim build, smooth,
seeks similar top M for good times.
S.E.London. Box 611290
wUP FOR FUN
Fit, active M, 42, 6’2’’, good body,
seeks similar bottom or versatile guy
for daytime/evening fun. Birmingham.
Box 758133
wGET ONLINE
Black gay M, 21, 5’8’’, loves clubbing,
movies, music & the web. Seeks
skinny, mixed race/white M, 18-24,
for fun & relationship. Midlands. Box
999290
wFELINE FINE
Happy M, 61, smoker, likes good
food, a drink, cats & much more.
Seeks muscular younger M for great
times, maybe more. Cambs. Box
730449
wSLIM, CROPPED
Active M, 47, 5’10”, with tattoos,
seeks slim passive guy, under 40, for
friendship, lots of fun & a good shag.
London.
Box 614879

TO PLACE A FREE AD CALL

0808 100 4806

Become a member of Queer Contacts today!
Call for free to leave your advert for print and
record a description of yourself.

TO REPLY TO ADS CALL

0906 753 4490*

Call and enter the six digit box number(s) of
the advertisers you are interested in, then
leave them a message!

TO HEAR REPLIES CALL

0906 831 2232*
You will need your Box and pin number.

wTHE NAKED TRUTH
Mature M, 68, 5’8’’, n/s, into
naturism. Seeks genuine M, 60+, for
friendship+. Staffs. Box 934969
wPASSIVE MEDITERRANEAN
M, 39, 5’9’’, seeks dominant, wellendowed older M to give it to him.
Croydon. Box 419375
wGOOD-LOOKING
Guy, 38, seeks good-looking guy,
18-35, for farts, yellow & brown times.
Peterborough. Box 851346
wIT’S A GUY THING
Fun-loving M, early-40s, seeks M,
30-45, for fun & good times. Box
497612
wSCENIC VIEWS
Straight-acting M, 30, into music,
travel, dining out, cinema & nights on
the scene. Seeks sexy M, 25-45, for
laughs, fun & possible relationship.
Birmingham. Box 780446
wTOILET SLAVE
M, 35, medium build, seeks brown
master, 18-38, to use & abuse him.
Herts. Box 476588
wA BICYCLE MADE FOR TWO
Thirty-something M, enjoys cycling.
Looking to meet straight-acting M.
Nottingham. Box 585748

Wanna find
some cock browse all the
advertisers
0906 831 2232*
wFACE TO FACE
M teacher, 47, 5’9”, medium build,
short hair, going grey, likes reading,
music, theatre, films, occasional
nights out & holidays abroad.
Seeking M, same age or older, similar
interests, for friendship+. Leics. Box
333654
wRIMMING ENTHUSIAST
42, n/s, seeks smooth-bottomed white
guy, 35-42, for long, horny sessions.
Berks. Box 316719
wIT’S A GUY THING
Outgoing M, 18, seeks M for man-onman action. Box 444708
wANYTHING GOES
Fit M, 35, will try anything, seeks
M for lots of adult fun & frolics. Box
679141
wGENTLEMAN
47, requires well-behaved, clean,
healthy slave, 25-40, for serious,
long-term submission. London. Box
833174
wLOOKING GOOD
Good-looking white M, 18, 5’7’’,
seeks sexy M for fun & friendship.
Birmingham. Box 394806
wBROWN SUGAR
Mixed-race M, 21, seeks handsome
black or mixed-race M for good times.
Box 336305
wLEGAL BRIEFS
Smart, suited M, 34, 5’10’’, lawyer,
seeks M for discussion about
underwear. Staffs. Box 219996
wWHAM BAM THANK YOU MAN!
Easily-pleased M, 20, seeks M for
quick randy action. No questions
asked. Box 320741
wGOOD-LOOKING
M, 34, seeks straight-acting, sane M,
18-35, for real, hot, piss, shit & fart
action. Peterborough. Box 529491
wLUCKY DIP
Honest, good-looking M, 28, medium
build, into food, film, nights in & out.
WLTM honest, similar M, 20-30, for
who knows what. Birmingham. Box
885971
wACTIVE GUY
Young-looking 47, brown eyes,
cropped goatee, GSOH, seeks
honest, loyal, passive guy, under
45, for friendship leading to 1-2-1
relationship. E.London. Box 808152
wSHAVED, SLIM, MASCULINE
Guy, 46, 8’’, pierced, seeks similar
M for regular sessions. Hants. Box
736662
wGOOD-LOOKING, GROUNDED
White M, 34, looking for handsome,
active M to love in a monogamous
relationship. S.London. Box 521749
wNON-SCENE BUT HEARD
Slim, toned blond M, 23, 5’8’’, goodlooking, non-scene, most of friends
are straight, seeks M, 18-30, for fun
& friendship, possible relationship.
Birmingham. Box 371849
wGOOD-LOOKING, COCKSUCKING
M, 27, 5’11’’, seeks well-endowed M
to pleasure orally. Box 158702

wSLIM
M, 30, 5’6”, into watersports, bondage
& hard CP. Looking for dominant
guys, 40s, for a good time. N.London.
Box 200397
wGOOD-LOOKING
M, 33, very nice body & big cock,
likes rimming. Looking to meet goodlooking mixed-race guys with nice
bodies & big, juicy arses. S.London.
Box 895221
wKIND MIXED-RACE
M, 22, seeks Turkish M, 18-58, for
good times & more. Box 717715
wFIT, TONED, HAIRY
M, 41, very horny, seeks red-haired
M for horny sessions. London. Box
747918
wGIVE ME A TRY
Tall, profess, passive M, 50, 6’4”,
with rugby-player build. Seeks M in
Walsall area. Box 851248
wHIRSUITE YOU
Good-looking, hairy guy, 35, with 38”
chest, 29” waist. Looking for strong,
thick-set, tops-only M for no strings
fun. Birmingham. Box 243978
wMASCULINE
Active, well-hung M, 44, looking for
masculine, passive bodybuilders, up
to 40. Essex. Box 300140
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 40, 6’, medium build, cleanshaven, n/s, enoys cinema,
photography, reading, walking, eating
out, discovering London & spending
quality time with the right guy. WLTM
down-to-earth M, 35-50. Box 864962
wGOOD-LOOKING
M, 34, 5’9”, blond hair, looking
for steady guy, 28-44, for fun &
relationship. N.W.London. Box
921183
wGUY, 34
Into hard CP, spanking, caning,
slapping, 501s & gym shorts. Seeks
strict, dominant, gym-school, bastardtype into role playing. Kent. Box
264649
wTHE SPECIAL ONE
Profess, hairy M, 27, 5’7”, stocky
build, shaved head, with own place,
likes clubbing, staying in & films.
Looking for that special guy, up to
35, straight-acting. Stoke on Trent.
Box 264515
wSTOCKY GUY
38, 6’, 14 stone, 38’’ waist, 46’’
chest, shaved head, smooth & toned.
Looking for skinheads or bears for
evening & weekend fun. S.W.London.
Box 158574
wSMOOTH, HANDSOME
M, 35, medium build, seeks heftilybuilt M in tall, black boots for licking &
more. S.E.London. Box 672925
wLET’S GO LONG-TERM
Honest, gay M, 48, likes computer
games, meals out & nights out. Seeks
M for relationship. Leics. Box 653321
wATTRACTIVE, ACTIVE
Guy, 35, seeks passive M, 18-35, for
good times. London. Box 545954
wFIRM-BUTTED
Bisexual guy, 50+, 5’8”, into posing
in briefs for fun & photos. Looking
for similar-minded guy in the
S.E.London. Box 545435
wON YER BIKE
Straight-acting gay guy, 34, into
cycling. Seeks M for fun. Nottingham.
Box 925952
wACCOMMODATING GUY
37, 6’, 12 stone, short brown hair &
blue eyes, clean-shaven with hairy

chest, 7” uncut cock. Looking for
guys, 25-50, to get naked, watch
porn & have safe fun with. Ilford. Box
326922
wMAKE A PASS DOWN THE LINE
Clean-shaven M, 50, 5’8”, short hair,
into sports, tennis, badminton, the
gym, books, theatre, the cinema,
nights in/out. Seeks genuine guy for
friendship & fun times. Shrewsbury.
Box 864267
wSLIM
M, 59, 6’6”, shaved head, likes nylon
shorts, aromas, watersports & long
walks on the Heath. London. Box
597774
wA TEAM-BUILDING EXERCISE
Slim, sporty M, 44, WLTM other guys
in same area. Telford. Box 940106

Helpdesk

9 - 5.30, 7 days a week

0871 220 2891
calls cost 10p per min

wSLIM, HAIRY
Non-scene M, 47, 5’9’’, n/s, seeks
younger M for loving & caring
relationship. Surrey. Box 267792
wAFRICAN-AMERICAN M
22, tall, slim, fit & smooth, likes going
out & having fun. Looking for M,
18-35, preferably white. Box 920854
wLOYAL, TRUSTWORTHY
M, 42, 5’5”, brown hair & blue eyes,
likes swimming, ice skating & sitdown meals. Looking for that special
guy to spend time with. Middx. Box
908282
wHONEST, ACTIVE
Asian M, 40, medium build, looking
for passive M for fun times. Surrey.
Box 529482
wPLAYER TWO NEEDED
Genuine guy, 48, likes computer
games & pubs. Seeks gay M for longterm relationship. Leics. Box 337029
wTAKE ME OUT
Slim, muscular Asian M, 25, just
moved to area, WLTM M, under 30,
for friendship & socialising on the
scene. Birmingham Box 626816
wEASY RIDER
Genuine gay biker, 39, 5’10’’,
stocky build, straight-acting, seeks
genuine biker M for rides out & more.
Birmingham. Box 711822
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Service provided by Qx Magazine, London WC2H 8NJ

* CALL COSTS: 09067 numbers cost 75p per minute at all times, 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times (BT Premium Rates). Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge higher rates.
guideLineS: Arrange meetings in public places. Don’t give your address until you are sure that you want to continue the relationship. Trust your instincts and don’t meet again if you have any doubts. On your first meeting, it is best to make
your own way to and from the venue. Leave details of your meeting with family or friends when seeing a respondent for the first time. We reserve the right to refuse any advert at our discretion.
Service supplied by Advanced Telecom Services, PO Box 788, London eC1V 7ZA. This is a uK only service.
disclaimer: Firststar Ltd assumes no liability for the content of, or reply to any personal advertisement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of all replies to any advertisement or recorded message and for any claims made
against Firststar Ltd as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold Firststar Ltd harmless from all costs, expenses (including our solicitors fees), liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or recording
placed by the advertiser or any reply to such advertisement. By using Queer Contacts, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name, or address in his/her voice greeting message.
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waist, 36” chest, looking to meet
horny, hung, raw, sleazy tops for hot
group sessions. S.E.London. Box
880695
◗VERY SLIM, BLOND
Transvestite, 32, 5’8”, into high
heels, short skirts, bondage, corporal
punishment & water sports. Looking
for dominant guys over 40. London.
Box 863661
◗HORNY, INDIAN
Guy, 30, 5’10’’, seeks M for hot
sessions. Birmingham. Box 367599
◗NON-SCENE
Happy-go-lucky gay lad, 31, blue
eyes, clean-shaven, detached
modern bungalow, seeks someone
special, under 27, slim & genuine, to
share it with. Essex. Box 441980
◗ENTHUSIASTIC
M, 42, 5’5”, brown hair & blue eyes,
8.5 stone, GSOH, likes drinks out,
quiet nights in, horse riding, cycling,
music, sucking cock & having sex.
Middx. Box 612614
◗BRIEF
M, 39, into sport, travel, nights out &
having a laugh. West Midlands. Box
685822
◗BLACK AFRICAN
M, 50, non-scene, educated, passive,
loves sport & travelling. WLTM
active M, under 70, for long-term
relationship. S.E.London. Box 620046
◗NICE-LOOKING, FIT
M, 32, 6’, seeks M in black boots to
worship slavishly. S.W.London. Box
740558
◗HORNY
M, 35, 5’10’’, slim build, seeks similar
M for sessions. Central London. Box
850643
◗FIT, DARK-HAIRED
M, 42, very experienced, seeks M,
18-30, for good times. London. Box
102438

VIDEO DATING
Call: 0871 908 3030
MEET GUYS BY VIDEO WITH A 3G PHONE.
Only available on Vodafone, T Mobile and Orange.
Strictly over 18s only. 0871 calls cost 10p per minute, plus your standard network video charge.
Some networks offer free access with the contract. QX Magazine, 23 Denmark St, London, WC2H 8NH
◗EXPERIENCED GUY,
50, who can accommodate, seeks
passive guys, must be over 30, who like
being ﬁsted. S.London. Box 620572
◗GENEROUS, HANDSOME
M, 50, seeks boyish, slim, cute M,
20-35, for day trips & nights together.
Essex. Box 693247
◗HORNY, OLDER
M, 62, seeks M, under 45, for
cuddles, sucking & fucking. Cambs.
Box 576827
◗BROWN-LOVING
M, 45, seeks older M, 65-80, for lots
of dumping & smearing fun. Regular
meetings wanted. W.London. Box
295937
◗GOOD-LOOOKING, CLEANSHAVEN
M, 23, blond, seeks similar M for fun
times. Essex. Box 246695

QX Men SMS

Find a guy in minutes.

Local guys - Voicemail/Pic options - Easy to use.

TEXT: QX to 69866

18+ Only. Join for 0p per msg for 1st 5 msgs snt/recd:
30p per msg thereafter. This is a subscription service.
Cost is 30p per msg until you send STOP to 69866
Helpdesk 0870 442 4202, Stndrd Ntwrk chrges apply.
◗HONEST POLISH
M, 27, singer, seeks M, 30-40, for
honesty & real relationship. London.
Box 234866
◗PASSIVE
Mixed-race M, 36, toned & wellendowed, looking for versatile guys
or couples for hot action. Southwest.
Box 544381
◗TALL, SLIM BLACK
M, 32, smooth, 8’’, seeks slim,
smooth white M for hot times. Box
423676
◗STOCKY, HONEST
M, 47, into kissing, sucking & fucking.
Seeks M for bed fun & socialising.
Middx. Box 383533
◗EXHIBITIONIST
M, 36, 5’9”, dark hair, smooth body
& hairy legs, 8” uncut cock & bubble
butt, likes to get stripped off & have
his photo taken, indoors/out or at
private parties. S.W.London. Box
133589
◗ENGLISH & MALAYSIAN
Couple, 30s, slim, toned & goodlooking, looking for well-endowed
Spanish, Brazillian or Portuguese
guy, who’s smooth, ﬁt & toned, for
threesome. Essex. Box 897036
◗SHAVED, PIERCED
M, 46, active & passive, seeks wellhung M for regular meets. Hants. Box
187195
◗GOOD-LOOKING
Blue-eyed, cropped white M, 44, 5’7”,
WLTM mixed-race or black guy for
fun & friendship leading to caring,
lasting relationship. E.London. Box
834347
◗MEDIUM-BUILT
White M, 40, no strings attached,
looking for masterful, active, daddy
bear to train him. Essex. Box 836564
◗GENUINE GAY GUY
42, own house & car, looking for
soulmate, similar age or younger, with
GSOH. Essex. Box 536557
◗BUBBLE BUTTS
Hairy, muscular M, 40, likes hot,
sleazy sessions. Looking for passive
guys, 33-60, with nice bodies &
bubble butts. S.E.London. Box
960459
◗EXPERIENCED
Smooth, muscular, versatile gay
couple, early 30s, looking for welltoned, good-looking sugar daddy for
amazing adventure. E.London. Box
261153

◗MUSCULAR, WELL-HUNG
M, 36, 6’, seeks muscular, white M,
30-40, for horny & rough sessions.
S.London. Box 978129
◗ANYTHING-GOES
M, 40, 5’9’’, slim build, seeks older M
for cock-sucking, fucking & rimming.
N.London. Box 494736
◗STRAIGHT-ACTING, NON-SCENE
Mixed-race couple, 50s, tall & slim,
seek Asian or black M, 40+, for good
times. W.London. Box 464403
◗CARING, LOVING
M, 29, 5’7’’, likes nights out & good
laughs. Seeks down-to-earth, slim
M, under 27, for relationship. Essex.
Box 977583
◗SMOOTH, MUSCULAR
M, 34, likes the gym. Seeks ﬁt,
smooth M, n/s, for threesomes with
his partner. E.London. Box 490595
◗SUBMISSIVE
Bisexual M, 32, 5’8”, slim/athletic
build, who loves to suck cock &
watersports. Looking for wellendowed M to dominate & take
control of him. London. Box 109915
◗CHUBBY ITALIAN
M, 38, 5’11”, looking for someone for
good times & possible relationship.
E.London. Box 655461
◗TIMID GUY
55, 5’8”, 9 stone, with tight butt,
requests group action, with
humiliation, from very horny guys,
35-55. S.E.London. Box 902546
◗MEN IN UNIFORM
Middle-aged M, 50s, seeks other
uniformed lovers, especially coppers
& ex-coppers. W.London. Box 252644
◗TALL, PASSIVE BLACK
M, 36, medium build, seeks stocky
white or Asian M for fuck fun.
E.London. Box 100913
◗SMOOTH-BOTTOMED
Good-looking, well-endowed passive
M, 39, 5’9”, slim/athletic build, manual
job, cropped hair, looking for geeky,
active, mature guy, 55+, slim/medium
build, who enjoys getting it up. Middx.
Box 657407
◗HEADMASTER
49, can’t accommodate but can
travel, WLTM lads, under 30,
preferably hairy, into sportswear, for
gentle discipline & fun. London. Box
144242
◗TWO GUYS
40s, can accommodate, WLTM
versatile, active Eastern-European

guys for hot, mutual fun. W.London.
Box 884297
◗FRIENDLY, SMOOTH-BODIED
Educated, passive black M, 40s,
WLTM active M, 35-70, for 1-2-1.
S.E.London. Box 653014
◗SUBMISSIVE GUY
57, seeks M to well & truly thrash his
bare backside. Surrey. Box 728474
◗FIT, TONED, ITALIAN
Guy, 41, hairy chest, straight-acting,
seeks M, under 45, for wild & dirty
fun. W.London.
Box 432794
◗GOOD-LOOKING, CANADIAN
Guy, 43, hairy chest, 7’’ cock,
versatile, seeks couple for threeway
fun. W.London. Box 268906
◗GOOD-LOOKING
M, 30, 6’, ﬁt, 8’’ uncut, seeks sleazy
guy for rimming & all the rest.
N.London. Box 419856
◗GOOD-LOOKING
M, 35, seeking M, 25-50, for
genuine friendship leading to caring
relationship. N.London. Box 714638
◗BROWN-SNIFFING
M, 42, seeks older M, 55+, to shit on
his face. Northwest. Box 194509
◗NAUGHTY UNCLE
Older guy, 49, into nappies &
spanking. Looking for naughty boys
who like to get wet. Berks. Box
758696
◗PASSIVE, FRIENDLY
Educated, proud black M, 47, WLTM
genuine M, 30-55, for friendship.
S.E.London. Box 575144
◗WANTED:
Big, hairy, farty black Caribbean/
African arses by submissive, discreet,
masculine arse licker & fart sniffer,
35. N.London. Box 307580

◗INEXPERIENCED
M, 32, slim build, seeks mature daddy
to train his tight arse. S.London. Box
305980
◗NAUGHTY PUPIL
38, seeks headmaster to administer
good, sound spanking. S.London.
Box 688710
◗ORAL-LOVING
M, 57, seeks M for satisfaction.
South. Box 210682
◗SLIM, CROPPED
M, 36, 5’9’’, seeks M for friendship &
caring, loving relationship. N.London.
Box 888434
◗SLAVISH
M, 62, seeks couple for long-term
situation. Leeds. Box 497690
◗GOOD-LOOKING
M, 40, 6’4”. Looking for muscled
up, younger bodies, 25-35, black,
Asian or Latino, to go to gym with.
S.London. Box 962575
◗HORNY, WHITE
Guy, 30s, slim, ﬁt, versatile & wellendowed. Seeks black guy, who
can accommodate, for horny fun.
Wanstead. Box 170858
◗HANDSOME, PASSIVE
Irish guy, 47, 5’7”, medium build,
clean shaven, cropped head, hairy
arse. WLTM genuine, active black
guy, age unimportant, for fun &
friendship. S.London.
Box 869519
◗ARSE PLAY
M, 46, passive or top, into arse
stretching. Looking for genuine guys.
Maida Vale. Box 439238
◗PASSIVE ITALIAN
M, 35, medium build, seeks big,
black, arrogant M to be humiliated by.
N.London. Box 983843

MENS’ ROOM

THE

◗STICK WITH THE SOLVENT
Honest black M, 19, ﬁt, intelligent,
seeks solvent guy for fun times &
more. Birmingham. Box 161538
◗GET TO THE GOOD TIMES
Honest M, 40, 5’7’’, fairly ﬁt,
seeks younger M for good times.
Wolverhampton. Box 173052
◗MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE
Medium-built M, 35, 5’6’’, seeks M,
18-25, to share life with & to be his
live in house boy. Birmingham. Box
433246
◗SMOOTH OPERATOR
Smooth M, early 50s, great legs with
sexy, skimpy shorts. WLTM camp,
smooth-bodied M. Birmingham. Box
326850
◗MAD-FOR-IT
M, 49, seeks M, 12-18 stone, for
sloppy, deep rimming & farting
sessions for hours. Essex. Box
535712
◗HIGHLY-SEXED
M, 18, seeks Asian M, 40-50, for
sucking, fucking & more. Box 186996
◗ATTRACTIVE, VERSATILE
Profess M, young-looking 48, 5’10”,
WLTM similar for friendship &
possible relationship. S.W.London.
Box 235837
◗WONDERFUL
M, 50s, looking for older M, 60+,
for live-in, long-lasting relationship.
London. Box 581709
◗PASSIVE BLACK
M, 36, 6’5”, medium/stocky build,
sensitive nipples, long legs & thick,
cut cock, looking for active, top
Indian, Asian or Pakistani guys,
stocky build, for no-strings fun.
E.London. Box 311681
◗GENUINE, NON-SCENE
Versatile M, 37, 6’, stocky, hairy,
masculine, freelance illustrator &
artist, HIV+ but ﬁt & healthy, 7.5”
uncut cock, seeks M. Box 359711
◗BLOND GUY
41, 5’6”, 11 stone, 38” hairy chest
& 32” waist, into erotic-submission
wrestling. Looking for guys for a hot
match in jockstraps, briefs or nude.
S.E.London. Box 607776
◗SEXY, STOCKY
M, 48, seeks M, 35-50, for ﬁngering,
sucking, rimming & maybe more.
Middx. Box 449383
◗PASSIVE, GOOD-LOOKING
Guy, 38, 6’3”, stocky build, hairy,
into hard corporal punishment,
bondage, fucking, ﬁsting, water sports
& humiliation. Looking for corporal
master who likes to play. London.
Box 913799
◗MIDDLE-AGED GUY
55, looking for tall, well-endowed
black guys, for hard sessions. Bristol.
Box 427479
◗DOMINANT, MUSCULAR
M, 39, tattooed & well endowed.
Seeking ﬁt, smooth, cute, submissive
M, 18-35, for bondage & S&M play.
West Country. Box 815746
◗TALL, SLIM, SMOOTH
M, 35, likes aromas & dirty porn.
Seeks older M for education. Essex.
Box 947783
◗LOVING, TACTILE
M, 41, 6’, stocky build, seeks cut M
for sucking & fucking. Box 528703
◗GENUINE, BLOND
M, 42, 5’5’’, seeks M for proper
relationship. Middx. Box 154984
◗HANDSOME IRISH
M, 28, 5’8’’, slim build, profess,
into the gym. Seeks guy, 30-40, for
relationship. London. Box 270249
◗TWO FIT, HORNY
Guys, 50s, into fucking, sucking &
porn. Seek like-minded guys, singles
or couples, for sex & fun together at
their place. Bucks. Box 480033
◗HANDSOME, FUN-LOVING
Guy, 24, 5’5”, slim build, likes
cooking, socialising, music & travel.
WLTM fun-loving, attractive guy,
25-45, medium build, for friendship
& possible relationship. London. Box
707575
◗FIT
M, 47, with rim-stall in his playroom.
Looking for dumper, 18-40.
S.W.London. Box 767802
◗VERY TALL
Very submissive & very passive
crossdresser, 49, looking for singles,
couples or groups to take control of
him. Box 267068
◗OBEDIENT IRISH SLAVE
35, 6’, slim swimmer’s build, who can
accommodate, into yellow, porn, toys,
speedos, trackies, leather, football
shorts & role playing. Seeks slim
master, under 40, to serve & obey.
Middx. Box 920116
◗SLIM, TALL
Bottom guy 27, looking to meet hung
top guy or guys for regular long,
sleazy sessions. West country. Box
373480
◗SLEAZY
Slim, passive, raw slut, 40, 5’6”, 28”
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wPASSIVE BOTTOM
M, 33, 6’, 2’’ shaved penis, seeks
well-hung guys for exhibitionism,
humiliation, watersports, thongs
& shiny sports kit. S.London. Box
108843
wSOPHISTICATED, INTELLIGENT
M, 54, seeks ruthless M to use him
mercilessly. Central London. Box
458361
wCLEAN-SHAVEN
Straight-acting M, 39, 6’, medium
build, seeks M, 35-45, for friendship
& long-term relationship. Essex. Box
533261
wPASSIVE, SUBMISSIVE
M, 43, tall & slim, looking for horny,
active guys, over 50, slim/medium
build, to give him a good seeing-to.
W.London. Box 651058
wSUBMISSIVE, WILLING
M, 41, 5’10’’, medium build, seeks
masterful M for good times. Essex.
Box 748541
wSPANKING MASTER
M, 50, seeks slave, effeminate
guys, transvestites or transsexuals,
to thrash severely, also to verbally
abuse. Central London. Box 940373
wKIND, GENUINE
Greek Cypriot guy, 35, 5’8’’, seeks
nice M, 25-50, for friendship,
hopefully leading to a caring, loving,
lasting relationship. N.London. Box
387851
wVERY SMOOTH
Passive M, 57, 5’11’’, seeks M to be
spanked by. Croydon. Box 797033
wVERSATILE MIXED-RACE
M, 36, well-endowed, seeks guys or
couples for great sex. S.W.London.
Box 886689
wIN TOUCH
Victor, who called Des, 12.09.06,
please call again & leave contact
number. Thanks. Box 409237
wVERSATILE, ORIENTAL
M, 26, 5’8’’, medium build, seeks M
for sharing good times, maybe more.
N.London. Box 964489
wWANTED:
Big arsed assertive guy to sit on his
face & grind away to get pleasure. M,
39, fit with eager tongue licks uranus.
London. Box 414565
wVERSATILE, HORNY SKINHEAD
42, 5’8”, medium build, seeks two or
more skinheads for regular fuck &
suck sessions. Romford. Box 768661
wCOMPLETE ORAL SLUT
56, looking to satisfy your oral

demands to the full, at your place or
his. Bexleyheath. Box 257376
wATTRACTIVE, ZERO-CROPPED
M, 46, medium build, hairy chest,
shaved balls & arse. Seeks
masculine, hairy-chested M, into
aromas, porn & jock straps, for
mutual suck & fuck action on a
regular basis. Romford. Box 781898
wTALL, SLIM,
Straight-acting, non-scene, mixedrace couple, early 50s, pretty well
endowed. WLTM well-endowed
Asian or black couple, 30+, tall &
slim, for outdoor activities & safe fun.
W.London. Box 993677

Seeks master to show him the ropes.
E.London. Box 143913
wBEARDED BLACK
Guy,36, 5’8”, medium build, foot
fetishist. WLTM anyone who enjoys
having their feet attended to.
Deptford. Box 817610
wGENUINE, BLACK
M, 40, 5’8”, medium-large build with
full beard, seeks friends for fun &
friendship, maybe more. Deptford.
Box 726961
wTALL, ACTIVE
HIV positive M, 44, 6’, non-scene,
cropped hair, blue eyes, thick, uncut
8” cock, likes long walks & weekends
away. WLTM genuine M, 35-45, n/s, for
relationship. Berkshire. Box 351366
wSLIM, SMOOTH, PASSIVE
White lad, 36, likes being fucked,
dominated, rimmed & spanked.
Seeks active tops, 25-40, couples,
groups, black guys particularly
welcome. E.London. Box 875133
wDEEP-THROAT EXPERT
37, seeks well-endowed dominant,
mature M, 55+, to fuck his throat
hard. Essex. Box 519822

QX Men SMS

Find a guy in minutes.

Local guys - Voicemail/Pic options - Easy to use.

TEXT: QX to 69866

18+ Only. Join for 0p per msg for 1st 5 msgs snt/recd:
30p per msg thereafter. This is a subscription service.
Cost is 30p per msg until you send STOP to 69866
Helpdesk 0870 442 4202, Stndrd Ntwrk chrges apply.
wWANTED
Lesbian/s who is/are dominant
& active, to give this submissive,
passive 39 year old London gay guy
a good seeing too, in more ways than
one. W.London. Box 599284
wFIT, NICE-LOOKING
Guy, 34, into filthy sex. Seeks big, fat,
heavy, hairy-arsed, discreet arrogant
guys, over 40, who can accommodate
& treat him like shit. N.London. Box
623859
wFIT, ASSERTIVE
Attractive guy, 45, likes receiving oral
& being rimmed by older bi/gay guys,
65+, looks unimportant. Bracknell.
Box 671079
wPASSIVE, STOCKY
M, 38, nice arse, seeks guys into
giving CP. London. Box 238022
wATTRACTIVE, KIND GUY
Fit, stocky, young 50, landscape
gardener, into sport & travel. Seeks
cute white guy, up to 35. Romford.
Box 472187
wOPEN-MINDED GUY
Mid-30s, 5’6”, 38 chest, 32 waist,
interested in becoming a slave.

TO PLACE A FREE AD CALL

0808 100 4806

wARROGANT, HAIRY-ARSED
Good-looking Master, 42, seeks
obedient, subservient toilet slave,
24-50, in need of discipline &
degradation. Looks unimportant.
N.London. Box 989400
wOLDER, BROWN-BEGINNER
60, into rimming & sniffing, seeks M,
25-60, to explore brown together.
N.London. Box 751533
wHORNY, HONEST, SMART
White M, 47, fit, ok looks, seeks
genuine, challenging, relaxed, grownup, black or mixed-race M who is also
in need of fun, maybe more. South/
Central. Box 156951
wAVERAGE LOOKING/BUILT
M, 45, 5’2”, into yellow & brown in
pants & nappies, as well as mild CP.
Seeks older guy to take care of &
punish this naughty, accident-prone
boy. Berks. Box 832361
wSTOCKY, INTELLIGENT
Music lover, 45, seeks loads of
laughs, cuddles, oral & snogs with
younger, slim, public-school or chav
Adonis. London. Box 827339
wSEXY EXHIBITIONIST
36, great gym-trained body, fit legs,
back, butt & torso, loves stripping &
posing. Call me guys. Brixton. Box
589327
wHANDSOME, SLIM, TANNED
Horny, passive guy, mid 50s, seeks
active top who’s good at rimming &
oral. N.London. Box 148281

Become a member of Queer Contacts today!
Call for free to leave your advert for print and
record a description of yourself.

TO REPLY TO ADS CALL

0906 753 4490*

Call and enter the six digit box number(s) of
the advertisers you are interested in, then
leave them a message!

TO HEAR REPLIES CALL

0906 831 2232*
You will need your Box and pin number.

wEXPERIENCED GUY
50, enjoys fisting, seeks passive
guy, over 30, who enjoys receiving,
beginners welcome. Can
accommodate. London Area. Box
753651
wCUM-LOVING
Mediterranean M, 32, medium build,
seeks active Arabic, North African or
black guys who love to be sucked to
completion. E.London. Box 631587
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 58, 6’, slim & sinewy with cyclist’s
legs & big dick, seeks submissive,
compliant (but not too wimpy) slim M,
18-33, into interrogation, punishment
& endurance scenarios. S.W.London.
Box 207926
wACTIVE, DOMINANT
Spanish guy, 35, looking for passive,
submissive guys, 18-35, into
bondage, spanking, domination,
fucking & other suggestions. East.
Box 136361
wGENTLE GUY, 57
Living in Chelsea, seeks dominant,
bully-type guy - hoping to admire,
show respect & look up to him. Box
329308
wYOUNG & HORNY
M, 26, into photography, video
& more. Looking for hot sex with
all those horny guys outside.
S.E.London. Box 783963
wBROWN-HAIRED, BLUE-EYED
M, 39, wears glasses, into great
sex, sucking cock & swallowing
spunk. Looking for M, 39-40, for fun.
N.London. Box 623695
wMATURE SLAVE IN GOOD
CONDITION
Medium-built M, 60, passive,
submissive, willing to satisfy big, raw
cocks of any race or age. Looking for
master or pervert to use this willing
piece of flesh. W.London. Box 798005
wTWO WELL-ENDOWED
Guys, 40s, into porn, oral & more.
Seek versatile guys for great sex.
Bucks. Box 398345
wSMOOTH, NON-SCENE
M, 35, medium build, seeks suited M,
with big arse, to sit on him. N.London.
Box 343783
wSUBMISSIVE, ARSE-LICKING
M, 35, seeks large-bottomed M to
humiliate him. N.London.
Box 279643
wSLIM, SHAVEN
Bisexual M, 48, seeks older M for lots
of yellow fun. Surrey. Box 832964
wMEDIUM-BUILT GUY, 34
Cannot accommodate, can travel,
rims clean/dirty, willing to be pissed,
shitted & farted on. Seeks dominant
tops, 18-35, to use him as their own
toilet slave. N.London. Box 424127
wWRESTLING
Guy, 37, 5’6’’, 11 stone, 38” chest,
32” waist, nice-looking, clean-shaven,
seeks guys for erotic submission &
competitive wrestling. S.E.London.
Box 815029
wGAY BLACK MAN
34, seeks monogamous, loving,
caring relationship, with guy, 20-45,
any race. N.London. Box 450866
wCLEAN-SHAVEN M, 36,
6’, hairy chest, 8’’ uncut, own place,
seeks M, 18-50, for watching porn &
safe fun (especially oral). E.London.
Box 681253

wSPITROAST ME
Passive M, 39, seeks very wellendowed couples or anonymous
single gay guys to visit him.
Northwest/Harrow. Box 284400
wM, 49
WLTM someone interested in colour.
S.E.London. Box 299137
wESSEX-BASED SLAVE
41, 5’10’’, medium build, dark hair,
cannot accommodate, has had some
training. Seeks master in Essex/East
London area for strict discipline. Box
408181
wHANDSOME, SUIT-WEARING
M, 38, 5’10’’, slim build, seeks M to
mess up his clothes. N.London. Box
729554
wTACTILE, STRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 39, 6’, medium build, seeks downto-earth M, 25-45, for friendship &
hopefully more. Essex. Box 951557
wBLUE-EYED, PERVY
M, 38, seeks pervy skinheads for
whatever you like. Bromley. Box
691645
wLOVING CHINESE
M, 35, 5’7’’, fit build, solvent, seeks
genuine, solvent M, 36-49, for
relationship. W.London. Box 790126
wSOUTH AMERICAN
M, 38, hard-working, seeks
genuine, down-to-earth M for loving
relationship. N.London. Box 374134
wPASSIVE BLACK
M, 27, 5’7’’, slim build, seeks genuine,
active white M, 20-37, large cock, for
loving relationship. S.E.London. Box
859823
wSUBMISSIVE ASIAN
M, 27, 6’, non-scene, seeks dominant
white M for hard sessions. N.London.
Box 293111
wDEFINED, HANDSOME
M, 28, 5’11’’, seeks guys with big,
sexy arses for mutual rimming.
London. Box 151580
wSTRAIGHT, ACTIVE
M, 38, fit, defined, well-endowed,
seeks younger, passive M for mouth
& bum fuck. Middx. Box 743036
wFIT, MASCULINE
M, 39, into humiliation & yellow.
Seeks fit M to use & abuse him.
Essex. Box 249584
wFIT, PASSIVE
White M, 45, seeks black Ms for
fucking his tight arse. E.London. Box
386702
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midlands

DEADLINE FOR
DECEMBER’S
ISSUE OF
QXMEN IS
16TH
NOVEMBER

cAribbeAn rAy
ActiVe guy
9” cock

eAsy going/friendly guy bAsed in the West
midlAnds.
lots of pAtience.
Would suit the discerning
businessmAn Who needs discretion.

VersAtile
in/out cAlls

07903 449 559
birmingham 2 min m6 J6
in / out / hotels
duos available

Withheld numbers ignored
no teXt messAges

WWW.gAydAr.co.uk/mike_hudson

07972 687 853

midlAnds northAnts bAsed,
uk & europe coVered

07786 083 196
www.gaydar.co.uk/diesel2612

manchester

SOUTH WEST

mAnchester
rugby hunk

dominic
Videos
secure parking
straight/bi/gay
1st timers welcome
trAinee reQuired

SOUTH WEST

We masculine
duos/leather/uniforms
available

Jouell

0793 176 4831

mAnchester

scotland

mAsseur & escort
in mAnchester
i propose feeling blue With
french mAssAge

07805 041 742

south

coast

neW

neil

chris

29
edinburgh
centre
tAntric mAssAge

south

escort/mAsseur
in/out or hotel

escort/porn-star

BRISTOL BOYS
VERY CUTE 18
MAURITIUS MANI 23
THAI SUN 22
BLOND JAY 24
FRENDLY DISCREET ESCORTS/MASSEURS

lucAs

07971 680 729

west

IN / OUT / OVERNIGHTS

07740 066 600
07740 066 600
www.blacktantricmasseur.com
www.blacktantricmasseur.com

bAsed in bAth/bAsingstoke

07783 046 392
no teXt messAge or Withheld
WWW.gAydAr.co.uk/escorthunk5

0117 9714 515
WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/JONTHEMASSEUR
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london

MARCeL 18

wiLL 25

VeRy hAndsoMe
fit
ACtiVe fuCKeR
MAssiVe CoCK

xtRA hung / Vers
Central London

engLish MARK
22 yeARs oLd
VeRsAtiLe
8 inChes
bubbLe butt

in/out CALLs/hoteLs

07926 859 023
www.gaydar.co.uk/.......marcel18 (7 dots)

new bLACK, VAsCo xVwe

07961 874 746
sMs/withheLd nuMbeRs ignoRed

07903
287 633
no text oR withheLd nuMbeRs
www.gAydAR.Co.uK/MAssiVethiCCoCK

07841 869 235
eARLs CouRt in/out CALLs 24hRs

MARK
ChARing
CRoss
new to
London

niCK

toP esCoRt & MAssAge

disCReet
tRAVeL, in/out/oVeRnight 24hRs, eARLs CouRt

07511
537 252
www.gaydar.co.uk/euro2006
eMMAnueL

Passionate
sensual
exotic guy
west London,
Play safe/Clean

PRo Rugby PLAyeR

07785 764 866

bisexuAL
VeRy fRiendLy

no texts/withheld numbers
www.gaydar.co.uk/exotic.lover

tRAined
MAsseuR
9”
no sMs

07805 592 880

fRed

beniCio

MAtt

ALwAys
hoRny

horny well hung
big thick dick
8.5x6 uncut

ACtiVe
big CoCK

Muscled smooth
bubble butt
open minded,
hot sexy guy

07703 739 825
www.gAydAR.Co.uK/...beniCio

07886 208 332

24 hRs
stRiPPeR
in/out CALLs/oVeRnight

new in town

LihAM

hung
9” x 7” thiCK
soho

bRAZiLiAn, toP/VeRsAtiLe
9 inChes
in/out
bAyswAteR
duos AVAiLAbLe

07842 789 854
www.gAydAR.Co.uK/.....fRed

07972 765 630
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london

HORNY WELL HuNG
SLEAzY BuTT FuCkER
Big Thick uncut Cock, Big Bell End
34 Fit Muscled Body, Hard Smooth Ass
From Mild 2 Wild -Top/Vers

www.gaydar.co.uk/..........ipetr (10 dots)

07736 286 600

21
STuDENT
VERSATILE

07748 277 328

JASON 25 6FT

Jamie

NEW! 07868772891

NEW
Mirco

NEW
FABIEN
23,
versatile

Hot Sleazy Man On Man Sex

IVAN
07835 077 084

07517 226 660

Hot & Horny

24hrs In / Out

07849 644 963
RONALDO

HANDSOME, FIT,
MATURE MASTER WITH
CELLAR IN CENTRAL
LONDON PROVIDES
DISCREET SERVICES
TO MATURE MEN.
NO TEXTS.

Central, Russell Sq.
9” inches
24hours

NEW IN TOWN

07746 566 084
NEAL
FIT HuNG
SPORTY
BI - GuY

Brazilian,
10.5” uncut,
Top/Vers,
Masculine
Duos available

07842 787 803

BAYSWATER, IN / OuT CALLS, 24/7
Www.gaydar.co.uk/..Ronaldo

RANCH
25

GuYS / GIRLS
IN / OuT
SOHO

07812 333 759
www.gaydar.co.uk/..neal

SOHO

CHINESE
VGL
FRIENDLY
DISCREET
ACTIVE/
VERSATILE

07818 603 720

ESCORTS

18 YEARS
VERSATILE
8 INCHES
ROLE PLAY
WS
EROTIC MASSAGE
sleazy sessions

07931 505 795
PICCADILLY CIRCuS - IN/OuT CALLS

TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL
CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
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london

henZo

Roy (Black)

StRong, MuSculaR,
good looking
active/eRotic,
exciting MaSSage
in, out / oveRnightS

Sexy latin
top
versatile

the MaSteR with Sling

Big cock
in/ outcall 24hrs
central london

07770
404 920
duos available

07902 801 783 07799 682 165

£120 / £150 eaRlS couRt

www.gaydar/...hornyfit

active

07780 990 279

vidal
26

www.hotSexyBlackStud.coM

Jey

SMS/pRivate nuMBeRS ignoRed

new

www.inteRnational-MaSteR.co.uk

MaRcio

allan

new in town

top

BRangeR

new

active/ veRS
cute
9”
MaRBle aRch

Sexy latin

20
veRSatile
18 x 5cM
in / out
in/out/oveRnightS

07912
254 880
www.gaydaR.co.uk/...allan25
othello 12”

versatile
masculine
8 inches
Sexy latin

07792 300 349
aaRon hunt

07903 508 500
Sven

engliSh lad, 25
new to london
active/veRS

in/out callS/hotelS/oveRnight

07778 438 678
angelo
veRSatile
BaySwateR
in/out
hotelS

07798 830 740
www.othello.dircon.co.uk

FeRnando
22 yeaRS old
veRSatile
24 hRS

ShoRt and huge

07927 863 667
www.gaydaR.co.uk/aaRonhunt

JiMono (Black)
in/out callS

oveRnightS

From cuddling to sleazy sessions
Marylebone

100% top

07704 566 533
www.gaydaR.co.uk/....FeRnando

07511 550 670

hoRny geRMan lad
28 - 5’11’’ - 8’’

11”x 7”

centRal

in / out / overnights

07939 531 212
no withheld no’S oR textS

ESCORTS

07731 486 455
www.svenlondon.com

TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040
OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
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NEW ITALIAN STUDENTS
SpECIAL MASSAgE
ENRICO-18YO

eROtic

Rich XXX
in/Out/
hOtels/
OveRnight

MARCELLO-21YO

sensual

MasseuR
vgl
8.5”
thick cOck

HANDSOME & WELL HUNg

24/7
WWW.ESCORTBOYS4YOU.COM

07931 505 809

eaRls cOuRt

IN/OUT/HOTELS - 24/7

07870 523 209

LUXURY, pICCADILLY CIRCUS

NEW BOY

BRAD 8”

SOHO THAI

07887 982 658

WWW.ERADOS.COM/ALEXOLIVER

HANDSOME gUY
21YEARS.
VERSATILE & HUNg
5 STARS SERVICES IN
pICCADILLY CIRCUS
IN/OUT/DUOS

07506 560 116
WWW.gAYDAR.CO.Uk/,,,,,,,,,,,,,2B (13COMMAS)

CLAUDIO

6

LUCA
28

07817 561 053
WWW.gAYDAR.CO.Uk/CLAUDIO2008

WWW.gAYDAR.CO.Uk/HOTLUCA28

OXFORD ST / BAkER ST W1

WWW.gAYDAR.CO.Uk/gALAXY25

07783
302 867
www.gaydar.co.uk/...sexyfucker

ITALIAN
TOp/VERS

NEW
EASTERN
EUROpEAN
TOp

07957 485 611

TOp/ VERSATILE
BIg DICk
CENTRAL LONDON
IN / OUT CALLS
DUOS, 24/7

07779 659 961

£120 IN CALL
£150 OUT CALL
9 INCHES THICk
TOp/VERSATILE

pEDRO

NEW
YOUNg SkATER IN TOWN!!

IN, OUT, CENTRAL

07860 537 625

gALAXY 25

SpANISH
VERSATILE

785 068
07766
WWW.gAYDAR.CO.Uk/BRAD-8

24 / 7
IN - OUTCALLS

HUNg
TOp

BRUNO FRANCO

BAYSWATER
VERSATILE
IN / OUT / OVERNIgHT

VERSATILE

ALEX OLIVER

07902 267 924

london

ESCORTS

tO aDveRtise heRe Please call Russell OR Michael On 020 7379 8040 OR eMail
classiFieDs@QXMagaZine.cOM
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london

NEW

NEW BLACK CLIFF XVWE

TOM

MUSCULAR, FRIENDLY & GOOD LOOKING
ACTIVE AND SENSUAL, EROTIC MASSAGE 24hRS / IN /
OUT / OVERNIGhTS

FETIShES & FANTASIES
MASSAGE

07757 176 019
CENTRAL LONDON

SMS/WIThhELD NUMBERS IGNORED

WWW.TOMMALEESCORTSChILE.COM

07964 556 523
BLACK MAGIC

DIRECT FROM SYDNEY

ALBAN 28

DOMINANT & SLEAZY MASTER
9.5”

TRENT

100% ACTIVE

EAST EUROPEAN
TOP 24/7

PROFESSIONAL
MASCULINE

DUOS AVAILABLE WITh 18YO WITh 11”

EARLS COURT
hR
OVERNIGhT
WEEKENDS

07516 720 888
23
CUTE
VERSATILE
XVWE

STEVE
C
A
L
L
Y

07723
689 412

IN/OUT

07964 919 893

www.gaydar.co.uk/blackmagictop
www.blackmagictop.net

MIKE

Photo: www.redstudiox.com

FIT
hUNG
LAD

ChE1LONDON@YAhOO.CO.UK

+44
7760 228 018

07836 311 047
WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/INTERSPUNK

9”

SAM 52

ACTIVE
6’4” 260LBS, OUTCALLS ONLY

TERRY

WILLING TO PLEASE
PASSIVE/VERSATILE

07976 432 106

07904 563 188

07907 164 243

ESCORTS

TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040
OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
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london

JAKe 8.5”

AdriAno

24
Friendly,
Hot & Sexy
VerSAtile

top/VerSAtile
in/out 24HrS

07932 278 883

www.manjam.com/djake
www.gaydar.co.uk/djhunt

23 years
Cut thick Cock
outcalls / overnights

07517 446 054
www.gaydar.co.uk/..........allef (10 dots)

SeAn 22

roMAno

in & out CAllS/
oVernigHtS

neW lAtino

07756 966 522

07891 721 728
eArlS Court

SoHo
WWW.gAydAr.Co.uK/,,,,,,,,,,,SeAn

in/out
KingS CroSS

07988 203 605

QCALL

HEAR OTHER
GUYS FANTASIES
AND CONFESSIONS OR RECORD YOUR OWN,
AND LISTEN TO LOADS OF

REALLY DIRTY STORIES
CALL:

0909 957 5757
OVER 18S ONLY. CALLS COST 10P PER MINUTE AT ALL TIMES FROM A BT
LANDLINE. MOBILE CALLS MAY VARY. VTL PO BOX 7568 LONDON WC1N 3XX

(11 CoMMAS)

hardcore
coNNect
For

Free!
33..99pp
£

per m
iNute
iNc.

Live 1-2-1
Live group chat

£ 20
FFrrweheeee2c0aoLoFF
oua Ls
yourN yc
peL
accooL
uNt Ns

use your credit card
pay oNLy For the service & Not the caLL

say goodBye to phoNe BiLLs

0800 075 1077

Service provided by Qx Magazine, London WC2H 8NJ

ESCORTS

TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL
CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
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ESCORT OF THE MONTH
November’s Escort of the
Month is Sleazy Michael,
a 49 year old escort and
erotic performance artist
into everything from hot
man2man sex through to
toys, bondage, ff, slave and
master scenes and much,
much more!
Sleazy Michael always
delivers a top class service
and welcomes first timers, all sizes, genders and disabilities
and offers duos with many other quality guys.
He also recently won the 2007 Male Sex
Worker of the Year at the Erotic Awards in
London, so give Michael a call on

0790 356 7922

and see what all the fuss is about!

Check out more pics of Sleazy Michael at
www.sleazymichael.com and www.absolute-male-escorts.com/michael1
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london

GORdON

ADvERtISING SALES fORM
GENERAL DISPLAY SALES:
TELEPHONE JULES/STEPHEN ON 0207 379 8600
OR BY EMAIL AT QXMEN@QXMAGAZINE.COM
4 [ ] PIctuRE/WORD bOx (Size 46.5mm x 60mm)
colour/black & White - Escorts/Masseurs/
General Services only: £40 per month or 3 month for £99
l

l

Number of inserts required ..............

07957 203 346
STEVEN
6’2” Well Built Man.
Expert in:

Please choose your section:
4[]
4[]

fRieNdlY scOTs lad
GOOd lOOKiNG, 5’7”
fiT BOdY, sliM, sMOOTH,
Well defiNed.
eXcelleNT MassaGe
aNd MORe.
WaTeRlOO

EScORtS
MASSEuRS

4[]

I’ve enclosed my cheque/PO payable to Firststar Ltd.
Post to QX Classified, 23 Denmark Street, London WC2H
8NA. Copy deadline: Open submission
4 [ ] MAStERcARD 4 [ ] vISA 4 [ ] SWItch
card No.

Professional, Relaxing
Massage
Sensual, Tantra,
G-Spot, Therapeutic,
Reiki.
Healing Thru Pleasure

07957 255 564
masseurs

07890 291 652
QUALIFIED MASSEUR
VGL FIT, CENTRAL

www.gaydar.co.uk/......j.massage

masseurs

MasseURs
TO adVeRTise HeRe Please call
RUssell OR MicHael ON

020 7379 8040

OR eMail classifieds@QXMaGaZiNe.cOM

manchester

Amount £............................. Expiry Date:
Start Date:

Issue No:

Sec code:

I cONfIRM thAt I AM OvER 18 YEARS Of AGE

Signature: .......................................

Date: ...................

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..............................................................
..............................................................
Phone Number. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..............................................................
..............................................................

FIRST TIME ADVERTISERS MuST PROVIDE PROOF OF AGE
STRICTLY OVER 18

07985 756 000
health
HERBAL 100MG
16 x 100MG = £20
40 x 100MG = £40
100 x 100GMG = £80
200 x 100MG = £140
HERBAL ORAL JELLy
50 x 100MG = £80
100 x 100MG = £140

WEEkEND PILLS
20 x 20MG = £40
50 x 20MG = £80
100 x 20MG = £140

07506 577 590
ISLINGTON

classifieds

TO adVeRTise HeRe Please call RUssell OR MicHael ON 020 7379 8040
OR eMail classifieds@QXMaGaZiNe.cOM
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cock pit
48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Texts cost 25p plus your standard network charge. Service operated by Eckoh Technologies Ltd, Herts HP3 9HN

47

Send Us Your Cock Pics And Win Top Porn

Last month’s

winner!

Each month an esteemed panel of cock watchers will pick the best cock (unanimously decided by the boys in the QXMEN office). Best Cock
wins a porn DVD. So send us your dick pics along with your contact details.
Email your pics to qxmen@qxmagazine.com or mail them to QXMEN, 2nd Floor, 23 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8NH.

Sponsored by
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QCall

BARRACK ROOM BOYS
ENJOY 1-2-1 CHAT WITH OTHER HORNY GUYS

your low cost line

REGIONAL OPTIONS
SAVE YOU TIME
LIVE 1-2-1
on the
Cruise Line
Mail Boxes
TH S
WI INE
W L
ER
NO020 EV SO
NN Y
1,

S E
IT’ BE US
B

1000 s
OF
GUYS ONLINE
24/7

ALL
REGIONS
BUSY

0871 300 3333
18+: FREE from premium rate charges. Calls at 9p per minute at all
times from a BT landline. Other networks may vary.

0871 600 50 50
FEATURES LIVE ONE TO ONE CHAT

no premium rate charges. calls charged at bt landline rate
6p per minute at all times. other networks may vary.
service provided by qcall po box 7568 london wc1n 3xx
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GayCALL
REGIONAL OPTIONS
LIVE 1-2-1

T

RADE

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E S
- RECORD OR SEND
ONE MINUTE DESCRIPTIONS
O F W H AT YO U ’ R E I N T O
- L I V E G R O U P C H AT
WITH CREDIT CARD

from
1
/
2

1p
4 p per minute
XXX CLUBLINE

The cheapest week day call rate!

0844 900 9999

18+: Adult Only. FREE from premium rate charges.
Only 4p per minute at all times on a BT landline.
Other networks may vary.

qxmen_16_final.indd 93

for credit card holders

0800 075 1088

0870 345 5055
0 8 7 0 C A L L S C H A R G E D AT B T N AT I O N A L R AT E .

Adults only calls charged at 1.5p per minute after 6pm.
6pper minute before 6pm from a BT landline. Other networks may vary
Service provided by EWM Ltd, 23 denmark Street, London WC2H 8NJ
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